












































MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER:
HOUSING, PLANNING, LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND THE REGIONS COMMITTEE

TUESDAY 10 DECEMBER 2002

Members present:

Andrew Bennett, in the Chair

Mr John Cummings Dr John Pugh
Chris Mole Mr Gary Streeter
Mr Bill O’Brien

Examination of Witnesses

Mr William Moyes, Director General, Mr Albert Caterall, Head, Economics Research, and
Mr Andrew Smith, Head, Property and Planning, BritishRetail Consortium; andMrDavid Stathers

CBE, Head of Policy Development, Boots plc, examined.

not in our view necessarily the ultimate determinantChairman
of diVerences in productivity. Planning, as an issue,1. Can I welcome you to the Committee this is an issue which divides retailers to some extent, andmorning. This is the first of the Committee’s sessions I will separate planning into two components. Onon planning, competitiveness and productivity. I planning policy, here are very sharply divided viewswould just draw to people’s attention that the in the industry and there is no point in trying tomemoranda that we have had on time have now been conceal that. Some retailers would like to see thepublished and they are available at some exorbitant planning policy relaxed so that larger developmentsprice, but you can get them free on the web. We are can take place, whereas some retailers would arguealso publishing this week a research paper that the vehemently that that would be a great mistake andCommittee asked to be carried out, Planning and that town centres depend on an active retail centre,Competitiveness: a Selective Literature Review by so on planning policy you will get as many views asRoger Tym.We hope that by the time we come to the retailers in the room if you ask about it. On thedebate next week on the new Planning Bill, we will system, however, there is a very large degree ofhave a bit more information which we can pass on to agreement around the retail sector that the planningthe House. Anyway, can I ask you to identify system could do with improvement and a very highyourselves for the record please? measure of support for the proposals in the(Mr Moyes) My name is Bill Moyes and I am the Government’s Planning Bill. Perhaps on that note IDirector General of the British Retail Consortium. will stop and say I am very happy to answer(Mr Smith) I am Andrew Smith and I am questions.responsible for property and planning at the BRC.

(Mr Caterall) I am Albert Caterall, head of
economics research at the British Retail Consortium. Mr Cummings
2. Do you want to say anything by way of 4. In your evidence to the Committee, you argueintroduction or are you happy to go straight to that, “it might be hasty to say that the planningquestions? system is the most important influence on UK
(MrMoyes) Would you mind if I just made one or competitiveness and growth”, and then you go on

two opening comments? to list eight other factors, being: a stable
macroeconomic environment; skills and education of3. Brief remarks are very welcome.
the workforce; transport infrastructure; taxation;(Mr Moyes) If I may, I would like to start with an
research and development; regulations and red tape;apology because the planwas to havewithme several
product and labour market regulations; and crime.active, real retailers and I am afraid they are all stuck
Would you tell the Committee what you believe to beon diVerent forms of public transport around the
the three most important factors in determining UKcountry. There may be one or two issues that we
competitiveness and productivity, and why?cannot handle, but we will write to the Committee on

those, if that is acceptable. Very briefly, if I may, the (Mr Moyes) Yes, I will attempt to. Again I think
there would be a number of views in the industryBRC of course is the trade body for retailers and, one

way or another, about 90% of retail turnover is depending on the type of retailer one would ask. I
think that the first factor that everyone would agreecovered by our membership. The retail industry is a

key part of the economy. It has been a major creator on is the need for a stable macroeconomic
environment. If the economy is not being wellof jobs and a major creator of economic growth for

the last couple of years. For retail, property is managed, if growth is erratic, if inflation is high, if
unemployment is a problem, then the industry faces,obviously a key element of delivering its services, but

retailers are not in the business to develop property; any industry faces a very uncertain future and that
makes planning, investment decisions, decisionsit is incidental to their business of selling goods.

Planning, though very, very important to retail, is about hiring labour, decisions about investing in
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labour quite diYcult to take. So I think any retailer staV, but staV who come in for buying functions and

management functions of various kinds. There is awould say to you that the first and most important
issue for them would be a stable economic lot of eVort needed to make sure that their people-

management skills and their numeracy and theirenvironment in which to develop the business. After
that, my own view, and I think many retailers would literacy and their understanding of business is at an

acceptable level.agree, is that the second most important thing is
probably skills, a good, skilled labour force, because 6. Have these needs been truly embraced by the
an awful lot of management time at the moment is various skills and training councils?
being diverted into making sure that when young (Mr Moyes) Well, the sector skills council
people come into retail from school or college, they approach is only just coming into eVect and it is being
have the basic skills of numeracy, literacy and the phased in over a number of years. TheGovernment’s
ability to deal with people that are pretty much objective, as I understand it, is to have about 25
essential to retail, and if those skills are absent, then sector skills councils, but only five, I think, have been
they have to be put in place. I think the experience of established at the moment, and the sector skills
retailers at the moment is that quite often those skills council for retail is literally starting from scratch. The
are absent and a lot of time andmoney is having to be work it has done so far, and it has only been operative
invested in putting those skills in place so that young sinceMay, it has established in the industry that a lot
people coming into retail can be eVective employees. of money has been spent on training, but it has been
We do believe that the Government’s policies are done in little boxes. Each individual company quite
making an impact on that, but it is a very long-term often does quite a lot of training, but it does not lead
issue which is not going to be solved quickly, so for to any kind of certificate whatsoever, so we are trying
the medium to long term, I think retail would say at to create a practical certificate in retailing within the
the moment that skills and training are probably framework of the modern apprenticeship approach,
critical factors. After that, I think opinions would which will mean that training does transfer from one
begin to divide quite sharply. I think many retailers company to another and the individual gets
would talk to you about the burdens which they face accredited with the training they have undertaken
with regulation and enforcement. On that, I think and that travels with them. That, we think, will help
that retailers would agree that there is a core of us to tackle the secondary issue on training which is
regulation and enforcement which is absolutely the failure to transfer technology from the large
critical and no one is going to quarrel with, but there company to the small company and that seems to us
are also a number of regulations which take a lot of also a very important factor in the retail sector.
time to make sure that you are within the law, but
may not be terribly productive andmay not add very
much and their enforcement can be terribly time- Mr Streeter
consuming. Again I think there the issue would be

7.What domembers saywere the trends in relationhow much management time and eVort is being
to skills and attitudes of young people coming intodiverted into something that adds very little to the
their workforce over the last 10 years? Is this issuebusiness and does not appear to retailers to addmuch
getting better, worse or is it standing still?to society at large. So if you ask me for three factors,
(Mr Moyes) I think what members find is thatthose are the three I would identify.

young people, whether it is from school or whether it
is young graduates, do not see retail as being a5. Can I perhaps refer you to the second factor,
particularly attractive place to work. It is a paradoxwhich is skills and education of the workforce,
because something like 70% of young peoplebecause in your evidence you say that 30% of the
experience working in retail when they are at school.productivity gap between the United Kingdom,
They have Saturday jobs, they have evening jobs andFrance andGermany is due to poor basic skills in the
increasingly as students they have to work part-timeworkforce. What improvement would you like to see
to finance themselves, so they come in contact withto basic skills training to bring about the biggest
the retail sector, but they do not stick. The brighterincrease in productivity and what do you believe the
graduates—Government should do and what should retailers do
Chairman: Do you blame them?to bring about these changes?

(Mr Moyes) Well, we are very supportive of the
Government’s decision to move from national

Mr Streetertraining organisations to the sector skills councils.
The British Retail Consortium successfully bid to 8. That is your fault as employers.
establish one of the trailblazer skills councils which is (Mr Moyes) When I am giving evidence, I have to
for the retail sector and we think that one of the most blame them. No, it is our fault as employers, not
important changes that has introduced is that being facetious. I think employers have not put
retailers are asked to take the lead. They are asked to nearly the eVort in that they might have done to
set up the sector skills council, to look at the expose young people to the huge range of jobs that
problems that the industry is facing in the labour there are in retail. Young people come into retail and
market and to propose solutions within a broad they see grafting on the shopfloor as what it is about
framework of government policy, and we think that and in fact it is a large slice in terms of numbers, but
is the right approach. The issues which the sector has it is a small slice in terms of the business of what retail
identified and which do need to be tackled are really does and the whole areas of buying, merchandising,
two in nature. One is the point I have already made, managing the supply chain, HR management,
that a lot of people coming into retail are not terribly financial management, property and planning, and I

could go on, those are all very exciting things to do.good at basic skills, and that is not just shopfloor
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Retail has woken up to the fact that it has to sell to policies are implemented on the ground in a

proactive way rather than a reactive way, so it couldyoung people that this is a tremendous industry to
work in and you can make a very, very good career be about local authorities using practice to assemble

sites for retailers, but it could be about a whole rangefor yourself and at the top end of the business you can
make a lot of money. of other things and being more positive about

development and the benefits it could bring.

12.Would it be fair to say that you accept thewiderMr Cummings
economic eVects of having a regulatory planning

9. In your memorandum, you mention that the system because you appear not to have been too
UK retail sector has world-leading “Total Factor critical of planning policies in your evidence? Does it
Productivity”. Can you explain that to us? mean that you feel we should concentrate more on
(Mr Moyes) If you would not mind, I will ask our the implementation of planning in practice?

economist. (Mr Moyes) On the whole, yes. As I said in my
(Mr Caterall) I will start oV with my, if you like, introductory remarks, there are some retailers who,

journey to understanding it. To start oV with labour if they were here, would argue quite strongly for the
productivity, how much people produce per hour content of planning policy to change, but I think the
worked or per worker in some sense, very often when vast majority of retailers would say to you that if the
you do comparisons across the industry in Britain planning system were more eYcient, were faster, had
compared to America or the Continent, we do met the kind of points that my colleague has just
perform badly in labour productivity for what we mentioned, 70 or 80% of concerns about planning in
produce. Part of the explanation for Britain as a retail probably would have been dealt with, so I think
whole is that we do not have the same investment per the balance is more towards the system.
worker, so you could say some of it is because of a
lack of capital investment. Now, total factor
productivity is, if you like, saying, “Even if we did
have that sort of capital investment, how would we Mr Streeter
compare?” There are ways of measuring it, but it is

13. Do you feel that the drift from town centres totrying to say that, given the same amount of inputs
out-of-town retail has now halted?of labour, capital andmaybe land as well, howwould
(MrMoyes)Well, theGovernment’s policy, as youwe do relatively to other people.

will know, is to try and make sure that out-of-town
developments are in a sense a last resort, so the—

Chairman
14. But from your members’ point of view?

10. If I go shopping and I do not buy anything and (Mr Moyes) I think some of my members would
I come away very happy, is that factored into this like to see more out-of-town developments, but
total factor productivity? equally there are large numbers of my members who
(Mr Caterall) That would just be a non-event and would argue very strongly that out-of-town

it would not count in any way whatsoever. developments damage city centres, so if you had, for
(Mr Moyes) Although your happiness is very example, Asda here and Arcadia here, just to quote

important to us, Chairman! two, you would get quite diVerent views and both
equally legitimate.

Mr Cummings

11. I will have to digest the answer to make sure I
Dr Pughunderstand. What changes would you like to see to

the planning system to improve competitiveness and 15. In your response to the Planning and
productivity in retailing without losing the current Compulsory Purchase Bill, you have largely been
benefits that you see? favourable and most of the concerns you had appear
(Mr Moyes) In a moment I will ask Andrew to to have been addressed. Does that mean you are

elaborate, if I may, but there are one or two points. I completely content with the Planning and
think speed is the first point I would like to make, Compulsory Purchase Bill and ought that not make
that we do find the planning system quite slow in the rest of us suspicious?
many ways and we would like to see ways in which (MrMoyes) On the latter point, no. I would like to
the planning system, taking decisions, could be think that part of the function of government is to
speeded up. The experience of our members is that make its citizens feel happy with it. I think that if the
planning is quite often a negative, that it is to stop planning system emerges as the system in which there
things rather than a positive way of developing a is a strategic planning authority which delivers
better community, and we would like to see a bit clarity about planning intentions and a local
more consistency around the country as well. planning authority which delivers on the ground an
(Mr Smith) In terms of speed, I think it is a eYcient system where people can understand how it

question of making sure that the performance works and encourages local development in a
management regime targets are the right targets proactive way, in principle, wewould be content with
which will increase the level of performance in the that kind of system.
system to make sure that the Government’s
investment goes to the right places where perhaps 16. What is your feeling about regional spatial

strategies and local development frameworks? Areperformance is less than adequate and in terms of
issues like certainty, making sure that particular you comfortable with these new beasts?
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(Mr Moyes) In principle, yes. I think in our Mr O’Brien

evidence we would say that the London plan concept
20. Following up your comments there, whereis one that we rather liked. We would like to see

does quality fit in with the framework of theproper joining together of strategy.
proposals by the Consortium? You have never(Mr Smith) In terms of the local development mentioned the word “quality”.documents or frameworks, whatever they end up
(MrMoyes) May I ask, quality of what? Quality ofbeing called, I think if they can be streamlined, if they

planning decisions or?can be adopted reasonably quickly compared to the
current system and local authorities have up-to-date 21. Quality of planning.
plans which would improve the environment for our (Mr Moyes) It is in everyone’s interest for—
members to build a development, because of the

22. Why do you not make that quite clear?certainty which would arise from that, we are in
(MrMoyes) Well, I suppose it is almost axiomatic,favour. If they can be streamlined and brought

in our view.forward far more quickly, then we would be in
favour. 23. It is not because all you have been speaking

about so far is speed
(MrMoyes) And speed, we think, is part of policy.

24. When we had the Minister for Planning here,Chairman
Lord Rooker, and we asked him what he considered

17. What is the evidence that the present ones are to be important, quality or speed, he said quality.
taking a long time? Now, we have a situation and you have admitted that
(Mr Smith) I think if you look at the figures for the the Consortium is divided on certain issues—

number of local authorities which still do not have (Mr Moyes) Yes.
one adopted, that has obviously declined, but those

25.—so if they are divided on certain issues, arewhich have plans which are approaching a date when
they divided on quality? Some of the out-of-townthey will run out of validity, that is going to be a
shopping issues are a real problem, with no design,massive number in the next two or three years. It is
no architecture, so quality does not feature a greata question of how we can replace those plans with a
deal. I think you admitted that today, but you do notprocess which does not take three or four years to
use it anywhere in your evidence.adopt, to go to inquiry, et cetera.
(Mr Moyes) No, I would not accept that

18. Have you looked at those that have been contention. I think that quality has many facets. One
redoing their plans and are not most of them doing of them from our perspective is timeliness and
them pretty quickly this time round? timeliness feeds into the return on investment and
(Mr Smith) They are because again they have got that in turn feeds into the amount of investment that

to learn the current system, the eVects of it, but again can be placed on the ground. Ultimately, retailers
in terms of perhaps having a clearer system of depend on attracting customers and there is
documents and maps and plans, there is room for undoubtedly more retail capacity in this country
improvement. than there needs to be, so customers can move from

one retailer to another and from one location to
another, and they do in very large numbers, so to
attract customers, retailers have to put on the

Dr Pugh ground, whether it is out of town or in city centres or
anywhere else, developments that people want to go19. Do you like the sound of local development
to and we would see that as being part of quality too,frameworks because you have heard the words
but it is a very subjective issue, quality, I would like“speed”, “resolute move” and that kind of thing? I
to say.know that one or two authorities like local

development frameworks because they provide 26. Let me give you an example. I have witnessed
community consultation and they provide new levers in supermarkets narrow aisles, aisles with pallets in
that they can control development with. Is there not them,more so at this time of the year, and the interest
the possibility at any rate that local development of the customer appears to be secondary to the fact
frameworks may end up not satisfying either the that so much has got to be packed into aisles, et
retail sector or the local authority sector, which cetera, that the quality does not seem to feature at all
might be oVering a lot now, but may disappoint in in many instances. Now, what are you doing about
the future? that?
(Mr Smith) It could be. If the new consultation (Mr Moyes) Well, the fact that retailers have to

procedures are lengthy and time-consuming and do cram the shelves and load down the aisles with goods
not deliver, we would think would be eVective reflects demand in part. I entirely agree with you that
consultation and it could indeed be the case are not there are some supermarkets and other shopping
an improvement on the current system, but we are environments which are not comfortable. There are
being optimistic. others I could take you to which are quite splendid.
(MrMoyes) Part of the planning function is surely In the end, however, if retailers do not give the

to strike a balance between the interests of the customer what the customer wants, not just in goods
corporate sector or business and the interests of the and price, but also ambience, environment and
individual. In a sense, a degree of dissatisfaction on location, customers will go elsewhere and there are
both sides is probably an indication of success. plenty of examples where customers have gone

elsewhere.Chairman: Everybody unhappy!
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27. Can I ask also a question on development (Mr Moyes) Well, wherever any kind of

development takes place, people need to get to it,because in a previous exercise that we undertook, we
had Asda here and the question was the involvement whether it is a manufacturing facility that workers

need to get to or a retail development or a majorofWalmart in their planning decisions.We were told
at that time that there were no plans to develop university or a major hospital.
supermarkets in the Walmart issue. Is that a matter

31. People do not need to go to the TraVordCentrewhich is considered by the Consortium?
until you build the TraVord Centre, do they?(Mr Moyes) We have discussed planning issues
(Mr Moyes) But they go somewhere. There is awith our members, including the chief executive level

certain amount of additional activity that takesregularly. As I said earlier on, I think if Asda were
place, but there is also quite a lot of displacementhere, though I cannot speak for the company and I
taking place. I do not think that retail is in any senseam only representing what I understand to be their
parasitical. In the end it responds to demand.position, but if Asda were here, I think they would

say that they would like to see larger formats. I am 32. Are there some retail developments now which
not sure that they are as concerned as you might would not consider town centres and actually regard
think about whether those large formats are in town town centres as places they would not wish to be?
or out of town. They need to be accessible to (MrMoyes) No, I thinkmy assessment is thatmost
customers, however, and customers need to be able retailers realise that the thrust of government policy
to get there and park there, but I do not see myself and in fact much of the demand of customers is to
that the huge stores that Walmart promote in the have well-developed, lively city centres and I think
United Kingdom are regarded by Asda as a realistic there is a high degree of agreement that if that is
ambition in this country. where your customers want to be, that is where you

need to be and that, therefore, retailers are mostly
pretty active in developing in the town centre.

Dr Pugh
33. But in the town I live in you have no choice and

28. Going on to the big-style stores that we see if you want a DIY store, there is only one place you
popping up all over the place now, has planning been can go and that is out of town because they have all
a serious constraint to the development of those? moved out of town and the smaller ones in town
(Mr Moyes) I think planning has been certainly a cannot compete, so really it is not a question of where

delaying factor. I think the location of some of these customers want to go, but they have to go where the
developments has beenmuch influenced by planning. DIY facilities are.
I think the scale of them has probably been (MrMoyes) That may be true in very small towns,
influenced by planning, but this is where the absence but across the country as a whole, locations of retail
of retailers around me does cause me some diYculty developments to a large extent have to meet the
because I do not always have the detailed knowledge convenience of customers, otherwise customers will
of individual cases. If you would like us to quote not go there because there are plenty of other places
examples, we can certainly ask our members and to go in most towns and cities.
write to the Committee.

29. What is the key determinant to the availability
of land because if you want to build a huge store, you

Chris Molecannot plonk it easily in the middle of a city centre,
can you, regardless of whatever planning system you 34. Mr Moyes, twice now you have said that it
have got? would be good if local authorities could be helpful
(Mr Moyes) No, you cannot always, as you say, and proactive in the planning process. Is there not a

plonk it in the middle of a city centre, although the tension between them doing that and their quasi-
point my colleague made earlier on is that as judicial role in overseeing planning judgments and do
planning works at present, local authorities do not you believe that the Planning and Compulsory
see it very often as part of their job to help assemble Purchase Bill does anything to resolve that tension?
sites for developments that might be desirable when (Mr Moyes) Perhaps I can take the first point and
viewed in the wider community context. I think there then perhaps ask my colleague to answer the second.
are plenty of examples in even historic city centres I think the way the system works at the moment, as
with a lot of listed buildings of retail developments of I understand it, local authorities tend to operate it as
a scale that has fitted in quite well. I think of giving a yes or a no. We would like to encourage a
Guildford, for example, where I live where there are system to develop whereby there can be a consensus
four or five retail developments in the city centre about the type of development which should take
which blend beautifully into the environment and are place and that local authorities would play a part in
very, very successful, so I think it can be done. facilitating that. We think that is workable.

(Mr Smith) In terms of the question of them being30. Just talking about the environment, do you
proactive, they already have under a variety ofthink that anything in the way of retail development
diVerent government initiatives the duty to beover the last decade has done anything, for example,
proactive. PPG6 itself does say that it is to encourageto improve transport in and out of cities because it
the vitality and viability of retail which, to us, wouldseems to me that the retail developments operate
suggest that they have to help in the location andalmost parasitically oV the back of the transport
assembly of sites. It is not just a reactive tool tosystem and aggravate some of the problems we have
prevent certain types of development, but promotinggot. They are plonked by a motorway and put more

traYc on that motorway. it in the right places as the local authority.
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(Mr Stathers) Yes, it took me four hours to getMr Cummings
here fromNottingham and I do apologise. I am sorry35. The Corporation of London, in their evidence, I missed some vital evidence of this discussion, but Iargue that “the planning system is entirely capable of think there is a very big issue in terms of retail andworking well for major developers even though it transportation. I do not think suYcient attention isdoes not always do so”. My question is do you know given to the need to ensure that there is adequateof any cases where significantly-sized retail schemes connectivity between the town centre and thosehave been processed swiftly by the planning system communities that lie within not only the builtor do you consider the problems of speed, ineYciency environment, but within the wider environment ofand lack of transparency are inevitable in the current rural communities and market towns. To me, it is astructure? great shame that all of the focus that I see is all about(Mr Moyes) I do not myself have a suYciently bringing transportation into the city centre, but theredetailed knowledge of individual cases to give you a is very little debate about how one can connectvery satisfactory answer. The impression I have got, communities throughout the built environment, theand it is only an impression, is that most BRC urban environment in particular, into which there ismembers would say that major developments suVer something like approaching 50% of the retail marketconsiderable delay, by which they mean several and if there were opportunities to improve publicyears’ delay. transportation links across communities rather than
from communities into city centres, then perhaps we
might get more diversity.

Chairman

36. Are there some local authorities that you
would give stars to because they were good and some Chairmanlocal authorities that you would put black marks
against? 41. You have not answered the question about
(Mr Moyes) Well, I think in our evidence we whether there should be a level playing field about

identify the diVerentials in the speed of dealing with parking charging.
planning applications, so there are some local (Mr Stathers) Objectively, there are arguments for
authorities that in our evidence we say deal relatively and against.
quickly and some very slowly.

42. Let me put it to you this way: I use Boots in
37. Yes, we have already addressed the question of Stockport to get my films developed and I rather

whether it is speed or quality, so you are still marking object to there being a surcharge when I go into
them on the basis of speed rather than quality. Boots in Stockport of £1 for having to park in order
(Mr Moyes) Well, I thought I was being asked to leave my film and £1 when I come back. Boots in

about speed. Quality, I do not know how one judges. Stockport do a rather better job than one, two or
three out-of-town stores which also have
development facilities. Should I pay that £2 every

Mr O’Brien time I take my film to Boots in Stockport?
(Mr Stathers) I have to say I was not aware you38. On the issue of transport and the sustainability

pay a surcharge at Boots for having your filmsof transport objectives by the Government in respect
processed.of retailing, should we not make a use of the policies

on social issues and the fiscal issues when we are 43. A parking charge, which in eVect is a
planning for retailing, particularly outside the town surcharge. If I did other shopping, I could share the
centres? charge out amongst other things.
(Mr Moyes) Sorry, I am not sure I am fully (Mr Stathers) What is clear is that retail provision

understanding the point. and retail demand is driven by accessibility. If you are
beginning to charge higher prices for parking in town39. We have talked about transport and the
centres, then given that there is 50% of the retailsustainability of transport objectives in respect of
market outside of town, those customers will migrateretailing. All right, we want wider roads, we want
to out of town. One way of stopping that would be tolarger car parks, but there is a social problem with
have equality of car parking charges, but would thatthat, particularly if it is located near a village or near
act in the long-term interests of the consumer? Ia community. There are social problems and fiscal
doubt very much that it would.issues which should be addressed. Is that taken into

account by the Consortium? 44. It would work in my long-term interests!
(MrMoyes) I think the Consortiumwould entirely (Mr Stathers) The other way is to make town

accept that part of the planning function, as I said centres more accessible by reducing car parking
earlier, is to strike the right balance between the charges or abolishing them altogether.
interests of the individual and the interests of retailers
or any other business.

40. Does that apply to town centres also, that there Chris Moleshould be a balance, with free car parking, for
instance, as against charging? Would the 45. Looking at sustainability as a whole, it has
Consortium level the playing field? three legs and we can see that the retail industry has

done a lot in social and economic terms for society,(Mr Moyes) Can I introduce David Stathers from
Boots who was meant to be on the team and he has but what would you say it has done for the

environment?been delivered to us by British railways.
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(MrMoyes) I think over the last few years retailers compared to what is going up now which are very

standard developments. If you drive past one retailhave, at their own volition and as the law has
changed, done an awful lot and I think there is an centre, you cannot tell where you are or what town

you are in or anything like that. Apart from fitting inawful lot more to do in relation to things like
packaging and waste management. Again, David, as with European legislation and doing something you

have got to do anyway, could you cite an instancea practising retailer, could perhaps add to that, but I
think there is a good number of examples where where the British Retail Consortium has, say,

subsidised a park-and-ride scheme, helped publicretailers can demonstrate quite convincingly that the
environmental agenda which has been developed in transport and all the sort of things which are

regarded as good environmental practice anyway?Brussels and Westminster is one that they follow.
(MrStathers) I think it extends to the way in which (Mr Moyes) Well, the BRC would not do that

because that is not what we do; we represent thewe deal with our products, the way we source
materials, and a lot of materials, particularly those industry. I think there are plenty of examples where,

as David said earlier on, retailers have taken thewhich are wood-based, come from managed forests.
In terms of transportation, there is a great deal of initiative in their sourcing policies to make sure that

they are sourcing, for example, wood products fromliaison and cooperation between retailers who
actually share lorries to ensure that not only are they the Far East from sustainable sources, so I think our

record onwhat has come to be called corporate socialfull when they are going out to deliver goods in
stores, but when they come back, they are full again responsibility is pretty good and I think our record

on developing energy-eYcient buildings is prettyin terms of empty goods, returned goods and also
waste material, so there is a great deal which is done good. I think we need to see retail development in a

wider context which is the intense pressure toby the retail sector to improve and make the
environment better. reduce prices.

48. What you do anyway is good commercial46.Do local goods not go frommy area to a central
distribution place and then come back again to the practice as no retailer wishing to make money would

have non-energy-eYcient buildings, but tellme aboutlocal shop? That does not sound very
environmentally sustainable. something you have done which is actually positive

for the environment rather than simply for your(Mr Moyes) There are some examples of that in
own interests.food retailing and it is largely driven by laws on

hygiene and food processing and food handling. One (Mr Moyes) Developing the environment and
being environmentally sensitive goes hand in handof the thingswhich has emerged, for example, inmeat

processing is that a small local network of abattoirs with good commercial practice and I do not think
that one should regard the two as a dichotomy inhas not proved a very acceptable way to manage

meat processing and the development of meat any sense.
products, so yes, I would quite readily acknowledge
that there are some examples of that, but I think it is

Chairmanmainly in relation to food rather than generalised
goods. 49. Over the last 20 years, retail shopping has been

revolutionised in terms of location in this country.
Do you see Internet shopping making the same sort

Dr Pugh of impact over the next 20 years and, if so, will the
planning system help that?47. I cannot help thinking it is special pleading.

What you have said in eVect is that you have (Mr Moyes) No, I do not myself see Internet
subscribed to or are reactive to environmental shopping making anything like the impact that
legislation, whereas you would have to anyway. I am people thought it would five years ago. It is another
trying to findwhat positive initiatives you have made channel of getting goods to people and there are
to actually improve the environment. As I see it, the some products like books and CDs and so on where
general trend of retail has been to increase, as the it works terribly well. I think that it will grow in
outcome of development, the amount of carbon in importance for some types of commodities, but going
the atmosphere and the buildings you build on the shopping is a leisure activity and people will still do
outside of town are almost universally horrible and that.
very similar from one place to the other. If we go Chairman: On that note, can I thank you very
back to the 1950s and 1940s, retail used to build much for your evidence.
relatively decent buildings, not universally, but
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terms of the Bill, but it has sought to at leastChairman
strengthened the way we develop major

50. Could I welcome you to the Committee and infrastructure projects.
could you please tell us who you are.
(Mr MacDonald) My name is Kelvin MacDonald

and I am the Director of Policy and Research at the Chairman
Royal Town Planning Institute.

52. So you want the airports sorted out quickly?(Mr Goodstadt) I am Vincent Goodstadt, Senior
(Mr Goodstadt) And a few other things.Vice President in the Royal Town Planning Institute.
(Mr Sinden) From CPRE’s point of view, we(Mr Sinden) I am Neil Sinden, Director of Policy

would agree very much with most of that. Ourat the CPRE.
starting point is somewhat diVerent, however. I think(Mr Oliver) And I am Henry Oliver, the Head of
we argue that planning has a vital contribution toPlanning at the CPRE.
make to overall quality of life and that should be, ifChairman: Would any of you like to say anything
you like, the touchstone for the quality and theby way of introduction? Okay, straight into
assessments of the robustness and eVectiveness of thequestions.
planning system. Competitiveness clearly does not
automatically promote quality of life and the thrust
of our written evidence aims to demonstrate that
simple point. It is a point, I should say, that the PrimeChris Mole
Minister recognised in his foreword to the

51. The evidence we have received from you and a Government’s Sustainable Development Strategy a
number of others is that we are not going to develop couple of years ago when he said that success has
competitiveness without a robust and eVective been measured by economic growth, GDP, alone.
planning system. Given some of the comments that We fail to see how our economy, our environment
have been made, do you believe it is currently robust and our society are all one and delivering the best
and eVective? possible quality of life for us all means more than
(Mr Goodstadt) It is needing improvement and concentrating solely on economic growth, so our

that is something that the Institute is concerned to starting point is somewhat diVerent, but we do
promote in various ways. In relation to the specific believe that the planning system has a vital
issue of competitiveness and how planning actually contribution to make through improving quality of
influences it, it is a cornerstone of creating a life, through promoting environmental quality,
competitive environment in Britain, particularlywith through promoting eYcient land use and so on and
regard to delivering infrastructure, delivering quality so forth to business competitors.
and a place in the environment in which this takes
place. There are three cornerstones of a competitive
economy. One is to do with the labour supply, Chris Mole
training and things of that nature, the other is to do 53. So I think that you have both said that it needswith the nature of businesses, and the other is the improving, but in what way?environment in which people work and invest, and (Mr Goodstadt) Well, I have already touched onplanning has a critical role in delivering that quality the importance of getting the strategic planningof infrastructure and particularly the quality of process right where in fact we deal with the trueplace. Now, the current system does not allow that, labourmarket, for example, which are at the regionalparticularly at the regional level, and amove towards level. It also involves ensuring that we can have athe introduction of regional spatial strategies better delivery of housing, which has been an issue inthrough the new Bill is something that we should be some parts of the country also in terms of thedeeply supportive of in order, amongst other things, appropriate infrastructure and priorities forto help create a more competitive environment. The investment in road, rail and so on.other thing though, even if we got that regional level

54. So you say counties are not strategic enough?of planning right, is that when we talk about
(MrGoodstadt) No, because they do not reflect thecompetitiveness, we are talking about the UK

true geography of Britain in terms of the way peoplebecause in fact the economy works at the UK level,
work, commute and so forth.not even at the regional level, for instance, in terms

of transportation systems, and we actually still do (Mr Sinden) We may agree in some instances that
the county level is not the sensible tier at whichnot have the clarity of policy at the national level,

particularly in the development of infrastructure, in strategic decisions might be taken, but, nevertheless,
they have performed, the counties, pretty well overterms of the development of the transport system,

rail, ports, airports and so on, which allow people to recent years in terms of providing a relatively up-to-
date comprehensive strategic planning frameworkcompete eVectively in the outside world. We have

actually advocated a stronger policy context for within which decisions can be taken. Vitally what
they have done is that they have ensured there isdecisions at the national level ideally through a

national spatial planning framework which in fact a degree of public acceptability and public
accountability of strategic planning decisions. Ourthe Government has actually moved away from in
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great fear is that with the current planning reforms (MrMacDonald) I think one other aspect of that is

that it is far easier to quantify the direct costs to smallbefore this House in the shape of the Planning Bill we
businesses who are engaging in the planning systemwill see the complete loss of a publicly-accountable
and far more diYcult to quantify the returns to thatstrategic planning tier. However quickly the regional
small business in terms of the environment that isassembly process moves in some parts of the country,
created by the planning system, the infrastructurewe are unlikely to see decisions taken at that level by
that is brought in by a planning system and thedirectly-accountable bodies within the next five years
accessibility of labour markets that is helped by theacross much of the country and our concern is that
planning system. Too much of the consultation hasthe valuable role that planning plays in ensuring that
been on cost and not enough on benefit.the public interest in the development of strategic

planning is reflected, which is a vital part of ensuring
that planning delivers quality of life and
improvements to quality of life, will be lost with the

Chairmanplanning reforms.
57. The CPRE has argued for more planning.55. You are keen for us to take the broad view and

What do you mean by that?look at the contribution of planning to the business
(Mr Sinden) Well, very much in line with what theenvironment, but in reality what should be the local

RTPI have said, we believe that there should beresponse when local business needs a rapid decision
stronger, more eVective strategic planning for manyif it is going to stay in business?
years, not just—(Mr Sinden) Our view is that too much emphasis

has been placed on the speed at which planning 58. So you would like to see the airports sorted
decisions are taken. Clearly speed is an important out?
part of the outcome of planning decisions, but in (Mr Sinden) Clearly, it is vitally important that we
some cases an emphasis on fast, quick decisions have clearer statements of national policy governing
can actually probably undermine business issues like major infrastructure developments, such
competitiveness and business success and where, for as airport development, but I think, above all, what
example, local planning authorities feel that they are we want to see is a strengthening of the strategic
under pressure to come to quick decisions, they may planning tier. On the basis of the evidence that we
decide on the basis of insuYcient evidence, let’s say, have before us, for example, in relation to the level of
to refuse an application which might otherwise have detail, the level of public support and awareness of
been acceptable had the local authority felt able, in regional planning guidance, we do not believe that
terms of the time available to it, to enter into the new proposals for regional spatial strategies,
negotiations with the developers or the proposers of which we support in themselves, will actually do as

much as needs to be done at the strategic level in thethe development to improve the proposed
absence of county structure plans to ensure that wedevelopment and to improve its contribution to
have a strong and robust planning framework.environmental quality and local quality of life.
(Mr Oliver) There are two crucial things here. One(Mr Goodstadt) I think speed is an issue, and

is that regional spatial strategies need to form theeveryone accepts that, but in terms of speed, I think
framework for all the other regional strategies andthat work and our evidence highlight the fact that the
the Government has, in publishing the Planning Bill,big issue is actually in areas with delays are to dowith
cast some doubt on whether that will be the case.the resourcing of planning which the Government
That is important for certainty. It is vital also thatare addressing and so we recognise that it is not so
there is accountability in strategic planning, as hasmuch delay as a lack of resources. Secondly, where
been pointed out just now, and in terms of localyou take more time, you actually often end up with a
development frameworks and the local developmentbetter decision and often a bigger chance of
documents that make them up. If we are going toapproval. The third thing about speed is that when
have certainty, if planning is going to continue toyou were talking in your earlier evidence about
improve competitiveness through certainty, theyretailing, it applies to business, there are examples of
have to be comprehensive, they have to cover a wholewhere thingsmove quickly and normally this is where
area and they have to have suYcient detail. Againthere is a clear, up-to-date plan.
there is some doubt around that issue.

56. Perhaps as a supplementary to the Royal Town (Mr Goodstadt) In terms of the issue of counties
Planning Institute, there are almost prohibitive costs which has been raised, I think there is a diVerence
to some small businesses engaging in the planning between this and ensuring that there is eVective
process.We hadBoots herewhowould probably find strategic planning through regional spatial strategies
it fairly straightforward as they are probably people and, therefore, that has implications for county
used to these things, but how can the system better structure plans, and the more critical issue is that the
respond to small businesses? resource lies within counties to cope with the RSS
(MrGoodstadt) I think this is the clarity of the plan process and the point of not losing that resource and

and providing for them in that. There has been some ensuring that counties engage. I think there are
discussion about whether there can be local questions in the Bill in terms of the way consultation
development orders and the Bill raises that as some should take place on the regional spatial strategies
way in which there can be a much clearer signal, which, I understand, is meant to be in the secondary
almost a de facto outline consentwhere you canmove legislation, but the RTPI want to see that clearly
with confidence to getting a detailed consent, and I defined in legislation because there has to be as
think that is something worth looking at, but it has accountable and as open as any system which exists

at the moment.to be done carefully.
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59. Both of you are trying to sort of hint that a local environment. Our concern is to ensure that we

have a policy framework in place at the nationalgood planning system actually improves our
competitiveness. Does it not really mean that if you level, but also at the regional and strategic level which

enables local authorities and other interested parties,have too many planning restraints in this country,
businesses go elsewhere? third parties as well, to ensure that the issues and

considerations that are taken into account in relation(Mr Goodstadt) I think that, if anything, the
to individual decisions on investment proposals areevidence is internationally that there is a growing
taken in an open and rigorous manner with fullrecognition of the importance of spatial planning. If
awareness of the potential costs and benefits of thatyou take the OECD’s work, they have now started to
decision to the local area in terms of quality of life.measure the whole question of what they call

“territorial management” which is what we call 62. Do you consider that competitiveness is
“planning” and how it is critical to the management business growth is being pursued at the expense of
of the economies of the world as well as the planning?
macroeconomics. So that the eYciency and (Mr Sinden) I think there are signs within
eVectiveness of strategic planning particularly is government that the Government is not speaking
something which has been highlighted and used with one voice on this matter itself. It is no secret, it
internationally and which we have to get right. If we is believed that the Treasury has been behind a lot of
do not get it right here, Britain will be less the sort of deregulatory pressure that has been put on
competitive, especially in terms of creating the the planning system for the past few years.
quality of places in which to invest.

63. Why is the Treasury involved with that?(Mr MacDonald) Just as a quick example, I have
(Mr Sinden) Because of its primary concernjust returned from China looking at strategic

to promote business growth and economicplanning in the Pearl River Delta and the towns that
competitiveness in this country. There seems to beare most competitive are the ones that have taken to
this misconception around that within the Treasurythemselves the greatest planning powers to control
and in other parts of government planning has beenthe use of land and to protect their environment,
an obstacle to competitiveness. One way ofwhich in itself is an attraction for inward investment,
improving the economic performance of this countryso international experience on the ground shows that
is to somehow deregulate.your supposition is not true.

(Mr Oliver) And nearer home, places like Oxford 64. What about the benefits and costs in that?
andYork are some of ourmost competitive andmost (MrSinden) As has already been said by the RTPI,
sought-after places to live andwork and locate to and it tends to be easier to measure the specific costs of
they also tend to have very strong planning regimes. individual planning decisions for particular

businesses in terms of planning refusals and so on
and not so easy to measure the benefits that planning

Mr O’Brien can bring in terms of environmental quality, in terms
of eYcient land use, in terms of provision of60. On the question of quality of life in planning
infrastructure, risk management and many otherand the business competitiveness surrounding that,
issues.what are your views on introducing issues which do
(MrGoodstadt) The issue of regional planning andrefer to quality and quality of life in planning

business development is one that I do not recognisedecisions?
as being in conflict. I do not say this with a(Mr Goodstadt) Quality of life is a critical part of
perspective of planners producing plans, but if I go toplanning judgments. Planning is about the balancing
the RDA strategies for England and look at themof values which the society seeks, but when it comes
they consistently have a range of either four, six orto competitiveness, which is what you are looking at,
eight themes on which they are majoring.the whole quality of life is now becoming a much
Consistently, quality of life, quality of infrastructure,more significant issue in the judgments people make
are seen as absolutely paramount to their strategies.about where to invest. Research done not in
What we have had therefore are those responsible forEngland, but in Scotland suggests that in fact it is
competitiveness requiring action which they cannotactually becoming as important as other decisions
deliver, which only the planning system can deliver.about access to labour, transport and so on, not as

high, but it is increasingly a critical factor in
determining whether people decide whether to come

Chairmanto Britain or not to come. Also in terms of quality of
life, especially when the labour market is generally 65. Have you looked at their evidence to us? It is
more fluid, the quality of life on oVer to people is pretty depressing.
going to be increasingly important in where people (Mr Goodstadt) I have gone to what theirchoose to live and work. programmes and strategies are and if you go to the
61. What about the CPRE? NorthWestDevelopmentAgency one they have four

key themes, two of which are about investing in(Mr Sinden) From our point of view, we would
entirely support that approach, but our concern is infrastructure, image and environment. If you go the

south-east strategy, they have seven themes, four ofthat we see example after example of local authorities
with beggar-thy-neighbour type approaches in order which are about planning, about world class

transport, world class environment, world classto attract investment into their local area by lowering
environmental standards, for example, by allowing urban regeneration and world class rural economies

and so on. The people who are doing the day to daydevelopment on greenfield sites, by allowing
development which might in other ways damage the investments in economic development who have
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been given the statutory job to do it are looking to the Chairman
planning system to deliver a key component of 69. CPRE, why have you been so eVective at
their strategy. lobbying my constituents and so ineVective at

lobbying the Chancellor?
(Mr Sinden) We enjoy good relations with

Treasury oYcials but there does seem to be a degree
of confusionwithin that department about the role ofMr O’Brien
planning, about what is meant by deregulation of
planning and enterprise areas. We are getting66. Are you saying we need more resources in
assurances from other parts of government—some areas?

(Mr Goodstadt) The examples I have given have 70. I was not asking about other parts of
been across the country but there is evidence government; I was asking about the Treasury.
suggesting that, where investments have taken place (Mr Sinden)—that the business planning zone idea
and regeneration in places like Birmingham and is intended only to take root perhaps in one or two
others that have done major work, we have seen real parts of each region, which contrasts very
productivity increase in terms of GDP within those significantly with the Chancellor’s plans for 2,000
regions. enterprise areas across the country. Clearly, we need

to work on the Treasury more.(Mr Oliver) It is important to point out however
that there is a fairly stark diVerence between the
rhetoric of the regions and the practice.

Dr Pugh
67. What is your view on the Chancellor’s 71. You used a very interesting phrase. You said

suggestion for enterprise areas? there was no mileage in diVerent authorities
(Mr Oliver) We have a number of concerns about beggaring their neighbours by lowering planning

them. Primary among them is that if planning is a standards. What exactly were you saying? Were you
good thing, which we believe it is, and if we think it saying that is a bad thing to do anyway or were you
contributes to quality of life, competitiveness, saying, as an economic strategy, it does not pay oV

prosperity and so on, why in those places where we because obviously it would be a very brave local
most want to encourage better quality of life and authority in a depressed area that turns down
economic growth are we eVectively suggesting that business investment because it has to lower planning
planning controls should be loosened or removed? standards.
Business planning zones, simplified planning zones (Mr Sinden) Absolutely. As an economic strategy

it is a bad way forward. Our concern is that theand possibly enterprise areas, though we do not have
RegionalDevelopmentAgencies on the whole do notmuch detail on them at the moment, we think are
appreciate the importance at the regional level oflikely to undermine public confidence in the system.
ensuring that they are not just competing with each

68. The purpose was to develop deprived areas. other for what might be scarce inward investment
and that there should be a clearer national(Mr Oliver) Yes. Why is it that deprived areas do
framework within which they operate.not deserve good planning?We think it is quite likely

that the process is likely to reduce the quality of 72. Does not lowering of planning standards work
development by encouraging a race to the bottom in the short term or in the long term?
and to reduce public confidence in the planning (Mr Sinden) In the relatively short term, very
system generally because there will not be the same often, the negative impacts of decisions to lower
public input. Some regions like the north-east have environmental standards in order to attract inward
been supporting substantially lower brown field investment can be felt on local communities and local
housing targets, for example, than there is capacity in areas. There is plenty of evidence to show how, in
the area to provide. There is a mismatch there terms of out of town development, major out of town
between the environmental rhetoric, the trust and retail development can have a devastating eVect on
confidence in planning and what is happening. town centres.
(Mr Goodstadt) The issue in the depressed areas of 73. There may be fewer people in the dole queue in

the country is that the strategy to change them and to that town.
be transformational in the action, is based upon the (Mr Sinden) I am not so sure. We put an example
need to improve the quality of the environment. in our evidence which shows that an apparent
Therefore, you do not want deregulation that increase in the employment levels in a local area by
diminishes quality. It is how you deliver quality. In inward investment coming into an area can be turned
the enterprise zones, which are maybe the nearest round in a relatively short space of time by the impact
parallel to this kind of thinking, quality has been that that business has on long established town
delivered and often people say, “What is the centre businesses which do employ local people;
problem? You have got rid of the planning. There is whereas the company coming in from outside the
no problem and you have quality.” The quality, area will be bringing in labour from outside the area
however, is delivered by the landlord control and the as well. You could have a very negative impact on a
management, the ownership, often by the public local community, even if you are able to secure
sector, which controlled and delivered planning inward investment from outside an area.
through other means. Deregulation as a general (Mr Goodstadt) The confusion over economic
process, we have to be very careful about because it competitiveness does arise by not distinguishing

between the aggregate change in the economy andcould erode quality.
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individual decisions. Where there is a range of (Mr Oliver) Indigenous investment is often under-

valued by RDAs in particular. They tend to go foropportunities suYcient to cope with the total growth
of an area, there is no loss in the economic the big hits, the shiny inward investment; whereas

often the most environmentally and economicallycompetitiveness. It is when the land supply is unduly
constrained that you do have problems. In terms of sustainable investment tends to be indigenous.
the dropping of standards, the question is what (Mr Goodstadt) In answer to the question about
benefit arises from it. What standards are we northern regions andwhat is the development agency
reducing? Why are we deregulating. If we go back to saying about it, two of the four I said that key themes
the original idea of the business planning zones that were about planning related matters. The first one
was originally floated, there was to be one per region was about investing in infrastructure, which had
catering for the high quality end of industrial and three aspects. The first was to have a secure planning
business development, which of themselves tend to policy. The second was about developing strategic
demand quality and protection of the environment. communications which raised planning issues. The
The Government has moved from that, which was third one was supporting the cultural infrastructure
related to an almost international, competitive of the area. If you take the second of the themes,
position to just a general relaxation across the board, which is about image and environment (it also had
which is where the worry comes. three dimensions). The first was projecting an image

which was positive, restoring the environment which74. You could argue—and you have argued, I
was degraded and damaging and the third one wasthink—that, from the south-east experience, you
about ensuring good quality of design and energyhave tight planning controls but you get very good
conservation. These are not about planning asand profitable development; but you cannot market
regulation; these are about planning as creating athat across the country. You cannot go to the people
much better context in which people have morein Burnley and say, “We are going to tighten up
confidence about investment.controls and at the same time turn down job

opportunities”, can you? 76. We have heard a lot about the diYculties in
delay and eYciency at the implementation stage of(Mr Goodstadt) No. The strategies required for

diVerent regions will vary but in terms of Burnley or the planning system. Do you consider that the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Bill is going toother areas of need we are talking about creating a

place where people come because it has a quality of tackle these or do you have other solutions?
environment and infrastructure and labour force, (MrMacDonald) One of the first solutions that has
rather than being a place where you can just dump been referred to in passing, is a properly resourced
anything. planning system which this Committee has in the

past supported, resourced not only in terms of(Mr MacDonald) There is a tendency sometimes
just to regard planning as an activity that controls monetary investment in planning but resourced

properly in terms of skills and abilities whichthings or regulates things but planning in our
definition is an activity that plans for the future, that sometimes flow from investment. The Bill does not

tackle this but other actions which the ODPM islooks at the accessibility of an area in terms of
infrastructure and looks at the environment of an taking which the RTPI supports wholeheartedly are

tackling this.area. It created other sorts of wealth for an area. We
are talking about economic competitiveness but (Mr Sinden) We would be concerned that in
there is social wealth as well as environmental wealth potentially reducing the level of public acceptance of
for an area. Youmentioned short term and long term key strategic planning decisions the overall outcome
gain.Maybe you would have fewer people in the dole of the reform could be to delay the delivery of
queue but maybe it would be a low wage economy. necessary development on the ground.
The longer term eVects which you cannot reverse (Mr Oliver) There are some things in the Bill we
would be lost. You would lose environment. You can unreservedly welcome: the great clarity in the
would lose the opportunity to develop in the way that planning reviewmore generally, perhaps, not the Bill
the community wanted to develop. It is a matter of itself; greater clarity in terms of section 106
long term and short term, but it is also a matter of agreements, giving reasons for, giving approval for
planning being a positive intervention system in planning applications, but there are some changes
giving local areas what communities want. which could damage business by reducing public

confidence such as the statements of development
principle, where a local authority, instead of giving

Chris Mole an outline permission, will be required to give a
decision yes or no on a statement of development75. Are you arguing that significantly tightening
principle, regardless of the quality of the applicationup planning controls in the north of England
and the amount of information in it. It is quite likelyimproves competitiveness there as well?
that local authorities will simply say, “Sorry, we have(Mr Sinden) We are arguing that the northern
to say no”, which is liable to clog things up evenregions also need to pursue an approach to economic
more.development which is environmentally led, if you
Chairman: On that note, can I thank you verylike, which places value on the quality of its

much for your evidence?environment, of its historic buildings, its open spaces
and countryside and uses those assets rather than
undermines or degrades those assets in order to
attract high quality, long term investment into the
area. We do not see enough of that happening in
those parts of the country.
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(Mr Wynne Rees) Yes, but it depends whichChairman
measure you want. Over 60% are dealt with within

77. Can I welcome you to the third session this eight weeks. They do tend to be complex in the City
morning and ask you to identify yourselves for the of London.
record, please?
(Mr Cousins) I am Chris Cousins, assistant

director of environmental services from Oxfordshire
County Council. This is my colleague, Martin Stott.
(Mr Stott) I am head of external policy and

Mr O’Brienpartnerships for Oxfordshire County Council.
(MrWynne Rees) PeterWynneRees, city planning

81. Is that because of the low number ofoYcer for the Corporation of London. applications? If you have low numbers of staV and a(Mr Bennett) Peter Bennett. I am a deputy city large number of applications, somewhere there is a
surveyor for the Corporation of London. conflict there. If you are saying, “We can process
Chairman: Do you want to say anything by way of 98%” does that infer that you are not getting a lot of

introduction? You are happy for us to go straight applications?
into questions. Very well. (MrWynne Rees) No. We get a lot of applications

and we can deal with them very eVectively because
they are being dealt with through a delegated system
where they are not having to go back and forth to

Mr O’Brien committee. The vast majority of them are being dealt
with by oYcers under the policies that have been78. Both authorities have claimed business success
agreed by the members. That makes a muchbecause of their promotion of planning. Do you feel
quicker system.that your planning systems have worked because you

have invested heavily in staV resources or are there
82. Is that how Oxfordshire works?any other reasons for the success?
(Mr Cousins) Being a county council, the(Mr Cousins) In terms of staYng, Oxfordshire

applications we have are minerals and waste onesCounty Council has traditionally been very lowly
which are inevitably relatively few in number butstaVed and I would not claim that planning alone has
they are normally complex ones, often withcaused Oxfordshire’s economic success. I would be
environmental impact assessments attached to them.foolish to do so. It is not every county that has three
I would not claim that we were quick in dealing withuniversities, one of which is world famous, for
them but we deal with them eYciently, given theexample, and a number of other factors. What we resources we have.have tried to do is to work our economic and land use

and transport planning closely together to maximise 83. If you have delegated powers, how do you
the benefits of what we have. assess quality as against speed?
(Mr Wynne Rees) I do not think it is that we have (Mr Wynne Rees) By the fact that I have survived

a much higher level of resources than anybody else. 15 years, I suppose. I think I would have been got rid
We have adequate resources. It is more to do with of if the quality that we were delivering in the City
having skilled planners who are enthusiastic and, was not up to international standards and inward
most importantly, are empowered so that the oYcers investment was not occurring. Members and their
know what they are doing and the elected members constituents keep a very keen eye on the quality of the
know what they are doing. We carry out the environment in the City.
negotiations with developers. We make
recommendations to the Committee and the first 84. What diVerence would it make if there is no
involvement of the electedmembers is at the planning input into it? If members of the council have a view
committee when they receive the oYcer’s report. on quality but, because of the delegated powers,

there is no input into it, how does that feature?79. How eYcient are you with processing planning
(MrWynne Rees) They have an input because theyapplications?

set and agree the policies that we operate. They(Mr Wynne Rees) 98% of them are done under
monitor our activities. We report to them on thedelegated powers and are then simply reported to the
cases that we have dealt with.committee.

85. Is that after the decision has been made?
(Mr Wynne Rees) Yes.

Chairman
86. How does that impact upon the work of the

local council?80. That is not telling us how eYcient you are. It is
a question of how quickly the delegated powers are (MrWynne Rees) If they did not like what we were

doing, they would get rid of me.exercised.
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produce something that, if it has to go to committeeChris Mole
and is a major scheme, it has a good chance of being87. How critical a role in assisting business is it to accepted and approved or, if it is being dealt withhave an up to date development plan? under delegated powers, can be approved in

(Mr Cousins) I think it is extremely important. In accordance with the policies.
the memorandumwe submitted, you will see that the (Mr Bennett) There is an added level ofdevelopment plan for Oxfordshire for the bulk of the transparency within the City. I operate a team thatlast 20-odd years has been the structure plan. It was goes out and talks to developers and businesses. Ifonly in 1996 when we had the first district wide local they are not particularly happy with what is going onplan. Because it has had a very clear locational in the discussions, if they feel their perceptions arestrategy and it has been kept up to date, that has not being accepted, they can refer to me and I talk tohelped to guide development in Oxfordshire. them and ask if they are happy and perhaps broker a
(Mr Wynne Rees) Likewise in the City we have a further discussion.

fresh, up to date unitary development plan which
allows us to give both the certainty as well as the
speed to developers who wish to locate in the City or

Chairmanmake changes and those are the two things that they
are most concerned about. It is getting a clear idea at 91. What would be most use to business? Would it
the very outset of what they are going to be able to be to relax the planning controls? Would it be more
develop. They can do that by reading the policies in positive intervention, as you were just suggesting, or
the up to date plan that the members have approved, would it be better implementation of the present
that the community has had an input to and I can system?
give them advice that I know I am going to be able to (Mr Bennett) Businesses need certainty,
deliver because we have those up to date policies. transparency, speed and a system that reflects

commercial reality. They need all those in varying88. Mr Cousins, you say a local plan adopted is
degrees. They get certainty in terms of the adoptedcritical but you did not have one in Oxfordshire at a
plan. They get transparency from a system thatdistrict level until 1996?
enables them to have their say. They do not have to(Mr Cousins) I said a development plan is critical.
have a conflict situation at committee. They can sortThere was partial local plan coverage in Oxfordshire
those problems out hopefully beforehand. They needbut we were quite unusual in having a very location
a system that can respond to their needs. Businessesspecific structure plan strategy which guided
need space tomorrow, particularly in the City. Theydevelopment to four specific towns and gave a clear
need a system that can provide that very quickly. Foridea of where diVerent types of development were
instance, we had several large, American banks in thelikely to be permitted or not permitted, which gave a
City wanting complex planning permissions grantedvery strong steer to developers.We have worked very
in a timescale. We worked with them to get a majorclosely with districts in their determination of the
development through that required a listed buildingmajor planning applications and also in negotiating
consent, scheduled monument consent, roadsection 106 and section 52 agreements before that,
widening, a whole range of things within a very tighttrying to get the infrastructure in place.
timescale that they agreed. If was, if you like, a

89. Can I ask Mr Wynne Rees about pre- partnership.
application discussions? How significant are they in 92. You think that is more important, to be able toexpediting business developments? Is it not labour give them that assistance through the system, than tointensive? relax the system?(MrWynne Rees) It is very labour intensive but we (Mr Bennett) I think it is working through thebelieve it is vital. Any developer wishing to do system, yes.something in the City or their agents can have

93. Is there not a danger that, working through theunlimited time in terms of pre-application meetings.
system, you are starting to give some peopleWe discourage anybody from submitting a planning
competitive advantage because they come to you;application until we and they are happy with it, so
you sort them out through the system and thereforethat by the time it comes into the system it is a very
they are able to get an advantage over otherswift process.
companies.90. Does that not lack transparency? Is that not (MrBennett) The system that we operate is open toone of the bits that businesses complain about? This anybody. We proactively market it to firms andis where the discussions take place where they do not businesses, so nobody has more advantage thanknow what the rules are. anybody else.(Mr Wynne Rees) From their point of view, it is
94. As far as Oxfordshire is concerned, has thecompletely transparent because they are in the room

planning system encouraged the development ofwith us when it is being discussed. We invite them to
clusters?come in before they have even drawn on the back of

the envelope, at the very early stage, so we can give (Mr Cousins) I think it has. There are also other
factors that are very important in promoting clusters.them the benefit of a full planning briefing and tell

them what the constraints are. They can take that I gave in the memorandum the example of the
Oxford Science Park. That is promoting clusterinto the process of briefing their architects. By the

time they come back to us with a scheme, we have development. In parallel, through our economic
development activities, we have promotedhad an input to it. We work with them so that they

can achieve what they believe to be the best result biotechnology networks and other networks and that
has tended to encourage cluster development. A lotfrom their point of view and we can help them to
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of what I would see as Oxfordshire’s economic term solution. Some new road building, yes, but

predominantly it is other measures and they aresuccess and networking in cluster development has
occurred within the planning system and in parallel working very closely with us.
with it. 101. What about the Corporation of London?

(Mr Wynne Rees) I do not have to tell any of you95. Your clusters are three legged stools, are they
about the problems of transport in London. We donot, with one leg missing, because you put the
need more input in terms of maintenance of thebusiness there but you do not put the housing there
ageing system that we have. We need extra capacity.for the people who work in the clusters.

(Mr Cousins) We have throughout met our 102. Does that influence planning for business?
housing requirements from regional planning (Mr Wynne Rees) It influences business decisions
guidance and continue to do so. There is a very big as to where they will locate. The fact that London has
problemwith aVordability of housing in Oxfordshire the best connected air transport system in the world
as there is in most of the south-east. We are also is a major reason why London is a world financial
starting to encounter some problems that are centre. You cannot separate the two. The future
occurring elsewhere in the south-east such as Kent, strategy for airports in the south-east and getting
where having taken the housing allocations all the that in order is vital to the continued success of
way through the development plan system, we are London as a world city. Equally, you have to be able
now getting the Highways Agency objecting to to connect the people where they live with the jobs.
planning applications that follow on the grounds To run a world financial centre, we have to trawl a
that the trunk road network is over-capacity and population of about 20 million people, to get the
cannot cope. That is not something we can do skills that we need. Thatmeans good rail links for the
much about. whole of the south-east of England into central

London. There is one danger in planning that has96. Is this not a failure of the structure plan,
been practised in certain quarters in London, the ideabecause the structure plan has not really taken into
of decentralising, that it is a good idea to move theaccount the implications of developing the economic
jobs closer to where people live. It is a very goodclusters and housing and the transport between
theory. The problem is that in practice people do notthem?
move home when they move job. What we get now is(Mr Cousins) No. The county council has no
a tremendous number of people moving throughcontrol over the trunk road network; nor over, for
central London every day and out the other side oninstance, investment in rail. I would dearly love those
the way to work. That is one of the things that isthings to be joined up at regional and national level.
overloading the system in central London. We haveThere was discussion earlier about the regional
fewer people coming into central London now thanspatial strategies and if they were to include
there were just after the war. More of them areinvestment plans for the major infrastructure that is
crossing over in themiddle, rather than just travellingneeded that would help enormously.
radially. There are sustainability questions there and

97. Whose job is it to do that? The government or one needs to be looking very carefully at the linkages
the regional development agencies? between land use and transport.
(Mr Cousins) It is the government’s job to set the

103. If the suggested abolition of the countyframework. The Highways Agency is an agency of
structure takes place, how best can the strategic linkgovernment. The Strategic Rail Authority is semi-
be maintained with what we have just beenindependent. If that joined up investment does not
referring to?happen, the regional spatial strategies will have an
(Mr Cousins) It is very diYcult. Having read theuphill task. I think we have joined up, as far as it is

Planning Bill, I do not see anything there that giveswithin the county council’s power to do so, our
me encouragement for how that link could betransport, housing and economic development.
sensibly maintained. If I take Oxfordshire, it is
largely a single travel to work area. It is a fairly self-
contained labour market. A lot of the transport

Mr O’Brien planning crosses district boundaries within the
county, but it is not of regional significance—things98. To what extent is the success of planning for
like the guided transit expressway that I mentionedbusiness linked with planning for transport?
and the park and ride system. They are what I would(Mr Cousins) Hugely.
describe as locally strategically important.

99. Give me a bit more than that.
(Mr Cousins) It is critically important. It is one of

the reasons why we have such cooperation with Chairman
businesses.

104. Do you not think quite a lot of people now
100. You do not have much cooperation with the commute from Oxfordshire into London?

Highways Agency. (Mr Cousins) They do but in terms of self-
containment you are still looking at close on 90%(Mr Cousins) Our economic development work is

very closely involved with our local transport plan, living and working in Oxfordshire. Under the
proposed changes, coming back to your questionwhere we have a partnership with businesses. The

issues are recognised and it is also recognised how about how might the links be best maintained, there
needs to be direct democratic accountability.important a drag on their performance congestion is

and overwhelmingly they recognise that building Otherwise, there is a great danger that county
councils will find better things to do with theirnew roads is not a way out of it. That is not a long
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money. There is a real danger of losing the strategic (Mr Cousins) Yes, although it raises the bigger

question of ring fencing.planning skill base. One possible way forward might
be for the regional planning bodies to decide
themselves where subregional spatial strategies are

Chairmanrequired and to delegate the preparation of those.
109. To the City of London, since you are always105. Where would you put Oxfordshire together

flush withmoney, howmany people in your planningwith if youwere going to have a subregional strategy?
department are paid for trainees who are going(Mr Cousins) I would put Oxfordshire on its own.
through their training?

106. We can have a county structure plan but we (Mr Wynne Rees) At the moment we have two or
would not call it a county structure plan; we would three who are in that process. I would say about 15%
call it a subregional plan. of the planners in my department have been trained
(Mr Cousins) I would not do that throughout the up on the job, rather than going into full time

country. I would follow very much the line that the education.
1999 DETR report on the future of structure

110. That is at a cost to the City?planning was taking. In some areas of the country—
(Mr Wynne Rees) Yes. The educational point wefor instance, Warwickshire, Coventry and Solihull—

touched on earlier is very important. Planningyouwould have structure plans developing on a cross
education is at an all time low. We are getting anboundary basis. In other areas you have relative self-
appalling quality of graduate coming out of thecontainment. I gave a quote onOxfordshire being the
planning schools now and I think this is partlyOxford City Region. That, in my view, is the sensible
because they have been trying to encourage largersubregional unit, but it will vary.
and larger numbers to protect their jobs. We haveChairman: I accept that argument but what I was
huge courses in certain areas. The numbers havea bit concerned about was, thinking of my map of
declined but the quality is declining even faster and IBritain, I could not quite fit Oxfordshire in, but you
really think that needs addressing.have sorted that out.

Mr O’BrienChris Mole
111. That is the problemwith our planning system,107. We have heard about decision making.

is it?Should we put planning fees up in order to make
(MrWynneRees) It is a problemwith our planningdecision making quicker?

education system, yes.(Mr Cousins) I think planning needs better
resourcing but it is a much longer haul than maybe
some people are thinking, just putting some more

Chairmanmoney in. Over the last 20 years, planning courses
and schools have closed. Putting right the national 112. Do you think other local authorities ought to
shortage of planners is quite a long term thing. On be seconding more people to these courses that you
planning fees, the Arup Bailey report a couple of do not think much of?
years ago which led to the 14% increase in fees (Mr Wynne Rees) There are good courses and
diVerentiated between district and county matters. people need to be choosy. The planning education
This is a special plea here. It said that to reflect the system is not meeting the need of providing the
increasing costs on district applications fees should quality or the numbers and that needs to be
go up by 12%; on county applications, 130%. The addressed. I am not saying it is all bad but there are
14% compromise was okay for districts, but left us a some schools which are producing very low quality
little short. products.

Chairman: On that note, can I thank you very108. What about the idea of keeping separate
much for your evidence.accounts for planning services to stop the money

leaking out and going into other services?

Examination of Witnesses

Mr Vincent Watts, Chair, East of England Development Agency, Mr Steve Cox, Infrastructure
DevelopmentManager, East of EnglandDevelopmentAgency, andMrNickGerrard, Assistant Chief
Executive, North West Development Agency, examined.

(Mr Cox) I am Steve Cox, the infrastructureChairman
development manager of the East of England
Development Agency.

113. Can I welcome you to the Committee? Can I 114. Do you want to say anything by way ofask you to identify yourselves for the record? introduction or are you happy for us to go straight to
(Mr Watts) I am Vincent Watts. I am the chair of questions?

the East of England Development Agency. (Mr Watts) To explain why we are here as this
(Mr Gerrard) I am Nick Gerrard, assistant chief particular group, I know you have shown an interest

in the north west and the east of England. Nick isexecutive of the North West Development Agency.
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going to be talking on behalf of all the RDAs. He has (Mr Watts) A lot of the factors that we have

covered are very strongly aVected by planning andbeen assembling a lot of material across that area. I
the availability of business premises is absolutelyam happy to take a wider perspective and Steve Cox
critical. When we are looking at attracting inwardwill pick up very detailed points in the east of
investment, one of the things a company wants to seeEngland. Planning is a very important activity and
is where they could locate. Showing them a rundownwe are fully supportive of the need to use land in the
warehouse and saying, “Youmight get permission tomost eVective way for economic, social and
redevelop that site” is not competitive in a globalenvironmental gain. It is not the only factor though
economy.which gets in the way of more rapid progress. In our

region in the east of England, we happen to have 118. There is a distinction, is there not, betweenthree areas of very rapid development. They are one good and bad planning? We all want to see goodof the four areas focused on by the OYce of the planning and not bad planning and less or moreDeputy Prime Minister, the Cambridge, Milton planning. Would you argue for less planning and
Keynes, Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire area and fewer controls and more enterprise zones?
the Thames Gateway. All of those we have a serious (Mr Watts) It is something along the lines of
issue with in how do we get joined up development. zoning, very much focusing on where our strategic
Planning is only a part of that. We need to have sites are, what are the facilities supporting them, how
housing and employment. The transport canwemake it quick for businesses to set up and start
infrastructure and the social infrastructure provided earning money rather than go through a protracted
by the NHS and by schools and other components process.We have some examples in the paperwe gave
are all absolutely vital to get together. One of the to you where businesses have just walked away in the
central things that we have been working on very middle of the process because it was taking too long.
hard with local government and others around the (Mr Gerrard) If the government’s proposed
Cambridgeshire area is how do we join these various reforms are about lowering standards of planning we
activities together so that we can get some real would not be supportive of them. Our reading of the
progress. Planning by itself is not going to solve those intention behind the government’s proposals and
collective issues. why we are broadly supportive of them, subject to a

lot of detail that is still to come out, is because they
are talking about making the planning system work
better, more eVectively. One of the things we would

Dr Pugh particularly like to challenge is that the length of time
it takes to produce plans or to make decisions does115. If you read all the regional strategies, you
not necessarily improve their quality. It is aboutwould find everybody wants high value added
improving the quality of the planning process. Thatcompanies, ICT and so on. What three factors do
is the reliability and certainty that comes with ayou think are the principal factors in attracting that
reliable process.sort of inward investment into the regions?

(Mr Gerrard) This is right at the heart of the 119. That is not an argument for zones in itself, is
regional development agencies’ activities in it?
attracting knowledge based companies because that (Mr Gerrard) No. That is one of the mechanisms
is where future high value added growth is. There are that could be used.
a number of things that are required: key transport

120. We heard last week from Jonathan Blackielinks, reliable transport links both within the country
that inward investment was no longer a primaryand externally. Airports particularly are very
mechanism in boosting GDP. How does that aVectimportant factors in locational decisions. Good
your thinking on planning matters?universities and research bases to which the
(Mr Gerrard) Attracting large scale inwardcompanies can have access for other critical decisions

investors is not the way forward for raising theaVecting companies locating. The nature of the
competitiveness of our regions. It is an importantphysical accommodation, whether that be the sites or
point and we will continue to pursue that. All thethe premises to which they can go. Supportive
RDAs are focusing on cluster developmentinfrastructure in languages, schools and so on are all
programmes. In essence, that is building on theimportant in terms of implementing decisions but,
strength that they have in their regions to get thisabove all, it is the aglomeration of services to which
aglomeration factor which will enhance the jobthey can have an access, which are very important in
potential, attracting new investment in by buildingaVecting these critical, locational decisions. That is
on those clusters. In terms of supporting thoserather more than three but it indicates the breadth of clusters, there are a whole series of factors that comeactivities which theRDAs are seeking to harnesswith into play. We have to have the support oftheir partners to make the regions competitive. environment right with the universities and the
research base. We have to have the sites and116. Mr Watts, would you agree with that?
premises, and that is where the planning system has(Mr Watts) Yes. I would add the quality of life.
a particular role to play in delivering sites and

117. None of you has mentioned changes in the premises for the support of those clusters.
planning system. The Council for the Protection of Essentially, a key factor, as well as attracting
Rural England made the point that lowering some inward investment, is attracting the grow
planning standards had no economic spin-oVs your own, indigenous investment, encouraging
whatsoever and that was a very short term strategy. entrepreneurship and growing businesses within the

region, building on the strengths that you have.How do you respond to their comments?
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121. The eVect of having a multiplicity of zones (Mr Watts) That is one option but on the other

hand it may be that the balance of advantage for aand indigenous growth as the main driver of
economic development is that businesses will move particular company is to grow on the site. Frequently

the option is not between them growing on one sitearound the area.
or let us move them five miles down the road to(Mr Gerrard) I do not think they will because the
another; it is often that they go to another country.strengths of the regions are diVerent. Some of the

regions require cooperation between regions because 125. An example of who has gone to another
we are talking about global competitive clusters. country?
Aerospace is a good example. (Mr Watts) In my region, one of the major

pharmaceutical companies was very frustrated at its
inability to expand on its site so it put the expansion
into the east coast of north America where theChairman
planning regime was much more encouraging to

122. Which regions do not want biotech them.
industries?
(Mr Gerrard) You have picked on one where most

of them do. Let me speak for the north west in re- Mr O’Brien
examining our economic strategy. We have reviewed

126.Would you say that planning is a key strategicour clusters and made some of them more specific
factor in determining UK competitiveness andbecause the first stage was to understand more detail
business growth?about what the cluster is, what strengths you have,
(MrWatts) Yes, because of its consequences. If wewhat its needs are and what you can realistically do

do not have the transport infrastructure because ofin that region. Each of the RDAs is doing that.
planning issues, businesses are not able to grow
where they have a workforce already and established
links with the supply chain and so on. Obviously,

Dr Pugh those are major factors on productivity and
economic growth.123. Can I tease out a bit about the distinction

between regions? The regions diVer quitemarkedly in 127. If we look at the question of competitiveness
terms of productivity. What is the principal and the fact that planning has a direct and more
determinant of that variation? easily understood eVect on individual firms than
(Mr Gerrard) History. If you talk about the north many other influences like innovation, does that not

of England, the dependency on labour intensive make it more significant because it is more
manufacturing industry, which has now dramatically transparent than some other factors? Are we
declined has left many parts of the north and the considering like with like?
Midlands at a competitive disadvantage: poor skill (MrGerrard) The important point is that planning
base, low aspirations, lack of entrepreneurship, low has a key supportive role for the whole
levels of innovation arising out of that. That has been competitiveness agenda. If the planning system is not
compounded by investment decisions such as working, there is one aspect of the competitiveness
publicly funded research and development funding agenda which we are not addressing. That is why we
which has supported the lack of emphasis on those are supportive. It is not central to the RDAs’ role but
regions that are the least competitive in the country. it is a critical supporting factor. All the RDAs have
(Mr Watts) Endogenous growth has to be the programmes in place to address skills, innovation,

major driver. Part of that is that often, when you do investment, business support and so on. Those are
a supply chain analysis, you find that there are some complex agendas, these frameworks for regional
crucial bits missing. That is where you need to focus employment and skills action. Those cluster
the attraction of inward investment and that is where programmes are being developed.When you come to
we have to be internationally competitive. Often the look at the planning system though it is better
companies for historic reasons are not located in the understood and that is why we have emphasised in
place where planners would like them to be from the the paper the cause of frustration that that often is.
point of view of growth. I am sure all the regions have Many of those decisions are taken at the local level.
examples where there have been some serious With the other factors aVecting competitiveness is
problems in companies wishing to grow on their own our national position that has a critical role to play,
sites and, because of other restrictions around that international in many cases, and also a complex web
area and an unwillingness to reconsider those, we of inter-relating factors: skills and business, for
have had some serious risks of losing companies and, example. Planning stands there understood.
in a number of cases, companies have upped and 128. An easy target.gone.

(Mr Gerrard) And an easy target. It is an easy
target for criticism but it is also a target for
something that we can put right.

Chairman 129. Does that not show in your example (e) that
you gave in your submission that a global company124. Is that not a question for regional

development agencies to be able to intervene and say, in the north west is facing a negative impact onmajor
investment decisions because planning authorities“Look, for good local planning reasons, you cannot

go on expanding in this village but we will find a new may threaten to drive them away? There are other
issues that determine where a company locates. Insite for you and come up with the assistance to move

you from your existing site to a new, suitable site”? this case, the company is keen to settle in the north
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west so it is not saying that planning is a barrier. Are and create that environment so that you can oVer to

one of these companies the sort of site that they couldwe using planning as a reason to say that this is bad
in some of our regions? get by going on to a green field one?

(Mr Gerrard) I agree with your point that there is(Mr Gerrard) Using that specific example, the
reason that it is supportive of whatMrWatts has just more competition for land here in the UK. We have

to have regard to the realities of where companies aresaid is an example of the global nature of investment
decisions, that company does not choose between and the historic investment that they have in sites. It

is not realistic to expect them to uproot and removesites within the UK; it chooses between sites in
various countries, including the US. The reason they all that investment.
wish to remain anonymous is because they have a

134. It is reasonable for them to uproot and go togood relationship with their planning authority and
the States but it is not reasonable for them to movethat is important. The point they are making is that
from Nutsford to somewhere in the Burnley area?the environment within which they and their local
(Mr Gerrard) That example is not talking aboutplanning authority have to operate is not supportive

them uprooting; that is talking about theand they are battling all the time.When they contrast
competition for new investment in the company,that with the way they are received in this example in
where to put research and development facilities. It isthe United States, they are welcomed with open
not the whole company shifting. Speaking from thearms; they are not treated with suspicion.When their
north west, we have a programme of identifying theboard is making decisions between the UK and the
strategic sites and we have a number, the vastUS, that weighs heavily in the balance and puts us
majority of which are brown field sites, many ofpotentially at a disadvantage.
which are in urban areas. The way we have identified
those sites to create them is to provide that130. When you say they are not supportive, who is

causing the problem? environment you were talking about to attract
incoming investment from overseas or elsewhere in(Mr Gerrard) They and one or two of the other
the country, particularly indigenous investment. Theexamples mentioned in the paper are existing,
quality and improvement of those sites is a highestablished use in the green belt. That is where they
priority for us but there are exceptions to that wherewant to place their investment.
we have to have a market led approach if we want to
be truly internationally competitive and raise the
productivity levels. If we purely do what we want to

Dr Pugh do and ignore companies’ demands in this global,
competitive environment, we will lose out and that is131. Is it a customer relations point that planning
our concern.departments in the US are friendlier or is it the case

that, when they go to the US, they find themselves 135. What benefits does the planning system have
not hemmed in by a set of restrictions that hinder for business?
them in the north west? (Mr Gerrard) The principal benefits the planning
(Mr Gerrard) Both. It is partly customer relations. system has for business are to provide certainty of

It is this cultural change that the RDAs particularly land use allocation when it is working to best eVect
were supportive of and the government in their and clarity of decision making so that people can
announcement say they are trying to achieve in know where they can invest and where they cannot.
planning the positive approach to planning. I speak

136. Does it not also protect the environment orfrom experience having been a chief planning oYcer
the land around developments and make the qualityin the past where we adopted a positive approach to
of life much better? You did not put many of thoseresolving these issues. For example, the examples
into your paper, did you?You took them for granted,that are given in here from the south east are where
did you?the fact that these brown field sites were in the green
(Mr Gerrard) When we were putting this paperbelt automatically meant there was a whole series of

together, we were focusing on examples where thehoops that had to be jumped through. They ended up
system had not supported the competitivenessgetting permission at the end of the day but why put
agenda. There are many examples of positivethem through all that when these were brown field
planning but we want to eliminate these types ofsites which were a priority?
examples.

137. It was disappointing when we looked at your
evidence compared to all the other evidence we hadChairman
that you did seem to be stressing all the negative
points rather than any of the positive ones.132. Is it not a problem that in theUK competition

for land is much greater than it is in the United (Mr Gerrard) The reason we did that is because it
States? is a statement of the importance we place on this

competitiveness agenda and if we are going to(Mr Gerrard) Yes indeed.
transform the productivity in this country and the

133. Secondly, is it not a major failure of the disparities between the regions, we have to give
regional development agencies? There is only a ourselves every advantage we can.
limited number of the Cheshire Meres, are there not,

138. Even to the extent of selling oV the familyfor people to put business parks around? Most
silver?people would want to protect the remaining Cheshire

Meres. Is it not simple for you to take a brown field (Mr Gerrard) I do not understand how we would
be doing that.site—and there are plenty of them in the northwest—
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139. If you allow developments which spoil the 144. The planning process is unavoidable and it is

on the critical path for any development. You haveenvironment, like expanding the development
around the Cheshire Meres, you seriously degrade given an example of what happened in one place.

How frequent is that?the quality of the countryside.
(Mr Gerrard) The quality of the environment is a (MrGerrard) Fromwhat I have been told, it is very

common to have these long, drawn out debates,critical factor in the competitiveness agenda and
must be protected, but huge emphasis is on urban partly because it takes a while for a community to

recognise that an expansion on a farm is a good thingregeneration, brown field regeneration.
and is supplying jobs to a community which140. The planning system does not cause any
otherwise is in a state of decline. The initial reactionproblems, does it, for urban regeneration?
is often one of hostility that there is going to be some(MrGerrard) That depends where you go and how
commercial activity on a farm. You get attitudinalthe planning system is applied. Some of the examples
impact on the planning process which is quite slow towe have given betray a general negativity towards
change. These are expectations that have been set.development.
The process problem is complexity and the way

141. Even on brown field sites? people are engaged. There is an awful lot that can be
(Mr Gerrard) Yes. done within the existing system to speed up things

and be more responsive. That is one of the reasons
why we have this training programme for farmers

Mr O’Brien and other small businesses in rural areas so that they
can understand how to submit applications which142. You have joined in the old chestnut of local
are going to be successful.authorities delaying prospects of business

development because of the time it takes for planning
procedures to be followed. Do you give businesses

Chairmanany advice to help them accommodate the statutory
problems within planning procedures? 145. There is a vast oversupply of land designated
(Mr Gerrard) You mean as the RDAs? for industry in business in almost all unitary

development plans across the country. Ought we to143. Yes.
be homing in on the sites that need development and(Mr Gerrard) The types of companies with whom
substantially reducing that oversupply of land?we tend to deal tend to be the major companies in the
(MrCox) From the east of England perspective, inregions and we do give them advice, but we have not

quantitative terms, there is an apparent oversupply,the facilities to give widespread planning advice to
but if you take a closer look at those sites you quicklythe vast majority of companies in the area.
establish that quite a few of them are not either ready(MrWatts) We have not talked about the issues in
or suitable for business use.rural areas. Most regions have very substantial rural

areas which have been badly hit by the rapid decline 146. Is that not an absolutely overriding reason for
in farm incomes. Inmy region, we have beenworking taking them out of the plan for business use?
very actively with farmers on diversification. Part of (Mr Cox) I think there is a case for doing that and
that diversification advice is also planning advice that is happening to a large degree in some parts of
because an awful lot of planning applications are the east of England region.We have to be careful that
turned down because they have been poorly prepared some sites taken away from employment use for
in relation to the complexity of the planning other purposes are not best used for employment
environment. There is no particular reason why uses. There is the danger that you lose the best sites
farmers who are good at running farms should for employment purposes to other uses and we need
understand that. We have a programme in which we to work with local authorities to make sure that the
can give money to convert redundant barns or old best employment sites are retained for business use to
farm buildings which has been successful in uptake. support the competitiveness agenda.
Businesses start up there and any business that is 147. Is it not very important that there is a linksuccessful in that context is automatically in a green between business development and housingfield site. There have been some very real diYculties development?in dealing with that particular issue. It is exacerbated (Mr Cox) Very much so. The integration of landby the process of involving statutory consultees uses, the links between housing and employmentwhich is very slow. There was one instance of a growth are crucial and transport links also,farmer who wanted to diversify. It took him four particularly in our region.years to get there and it cost him a great deal of

(MrWatts) There is also the issue of housing mix.money. He got the result in the end so it was not an
AVordable housing is a serious problem but there isunreasonable application in the beginning but a lot
also the need for executive housing because if you areof it was the problem of the order in which statutory
going to attract businesses or key seniormanagementconsultees had their share in the action, so he would
into rapidly growing businesses they need executiveget one stage through and then there was another six
housing. What we tend to get is monoculture ofmonths. The issue in these deprived rural areas is also
housing development and we need to encouragea very important one that we need to be thinking
much more in the way of mix.about. One, it is very complicated for people to
Chairman: On that note, can I thank you veryunderstand and this applies to small businesses

much for your evidence.generally. Second is the way that the various
statutory consultees get engaged slows down the
whole process enormously.
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concentrated on the cost to the economy, inChairman
particular the cost to individual businesses of the

148. Can I welcome you to the second of the system.
Committee sessions of evidence into planning,
productivity and competitiveness. First of all can I 152. How do we compare in the UK with our
apologise to everyone that we are in such a large international comparators with regard to
room, I am assured it is the only one that is available. productivity in general?
I hope people at the back can hear me and in due (Ms Galley) There has been some research which
course they can hear the witnesses. Can I also thank has attempted to compare the speed of the planning
our witnesses for all the work they have put in in system in the UK with our competitors, mostly in
producing the research paper which I think everyone Europe. I think in all of that research, though it is
who has read it will have found very useful. Can I ask fraught with diYculties of comparisons with
you now to introduce yourselves for the record, institutions and political diYculties, other countries
please. do not like to be compared unfavourably and are
(Ms Galley) I am Nora Galley and I am a partner short on providing information but generally the

of Roger Tym and Partners. evidence shows that the UK compares favourably
(Mr Clarke) My name is Andrew Clarke and I am and in some cases research has even shown that it is

a senior consultant at Roger Tym and Partners. the most eYcient system. The exception is in
planning for major infrastructure in which the UK149. Do you want to say anything by way of
seems to fall behind France which has a diVerentintroduction or are you happy for us to go straight to
system or the Netherlands.questions?

(Ms Galley) I thought it might be useful if I 153. So really the only useful thing we can
summarised the paper briefly. It will take about 15 conclude from international comparisons is the way
minutes. that the major projects are handled or is there
Chairman: No, I think people will have read it so anything else?

I think we will go straight to questions. Thank you (MsGalley)No, and I think that the other questionvery much. which remains unanswered about that particular
question is what is the eVect on the competitiveness
of the economy of those delays.

Chris Mole

150. I wonder if you could draw out for us what
you believe is how planning relates compared with

Chairmanother factors on business competitiveness in the UK?
(Ms Galley) I think the Treasury gives a good 154. The McKinsey Report, do you think it has

account of the principal factors which drive had too much publicity for what it was worth?
productivity and they conclude that amongst those (Ms Galley) It might well have. I think there are athe key one is skills. Planning works into the system number of points about McKinsey which could bein relation to the access to land or capital and plays questioned. I think the overwhelming emphasis ona minor role, I think.

comparison with America, which is a very diVerent
sort of place, a land extensive place with much lower151. Can we draw up then a balance sheet of what
population densities for example, is a problem. Onthe costs and benefits of the planning system to
the other hand I think McKinsey raises a couple ofbusiness competitiveness might be?
interesting points about competitive intensity and(Ms Galley) No, I think we are far, far away from
our interest in preserving our town centres but on thethat partly because of the very great diYculties in
whole I think we would conclude that it is interestingmeasuring the benefits of the systemwhich are spread
that there has not been a proper—we think—as far aswidely throughout the economy and not known or

even noticed by most people. Therefore research has we know academic response to the points made.
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159. In the interest of business, and from abusiness
perspective, is there any case for radical change in the155. The factors that aVect the competitiveness of
planning system?individual business are diVerent from the factors that

aVect competitiveness in regions, in other words it is (Ms Galley) I do not think we can conclude that
diVerent for individual businesses within regions and there is a case for that in terms of the relationship
it aVects the regions themselves diVerently. between planning and competitiveness defined by

productivity. However, it is clear from the evidence(Ms Galley) I think there is a debate on the point
that in individual examples planning imposes costsand it lies in the definition of competitiveness. There
on business which might be avoided withoutis a debate about whether regions or places can be
compromising goals of the planning system and,competitive in the sense of being productive. I think

Porter says that the competitiveness at region is the therefore, where eYciency can be improved there
sum of the productivity of its companies, and clearly must be a case for it.
planning is a characteristic of a place so there is some

160. There are occasions when benefits to businesskind of relationship.
are obtained through planning. Can you envisage
how we can change the planning system to make it
more eVective, more transparent and more eYcient156. It is quite clear in this country, certainly from
without losing any of the benefits?some of the things that the Committee has done, that

the economies of diVerent regions and the (Ms Galley) I think in terms of its eYciency, yes,
competitiveness of diVerent regions diVer quite but I think it must be—and I tried to emphasise that
drastically. Should and could and does the planning point—done without compromising the other goals
system actually have an eVect on the diVerent of the planning system.
competitiveness of the areas?

161. Have you a view as to how we could do that?(Ms Galley) I want to make two points here. First
(Ms Galley) I think planning decisions can beof all, I think we all observe that in so far as planning

made better and believing—it would be a personalregulates or restricts the supply of land in so far as
opinion rather than anything that is drawn from thethat it does, this occurs probably to the greatest
evidence—that certainly the kind of personal beefextent in the South East where additionally prices of
might be that planning councillors, councillors wholand and property and the costs of labour are highest
sit on planning committees, might need to, like, say,also but demand is highest also in the South East. It
magistrates, achieve a certain level of competence inkeeps growing apace and the pace of growth in
planning law.competitiveness and output tends to divert with the

rest of the regions. The Eastern region is the only one
162. You do not think we should changewhich hasmarginally caught up in recent decades. So

planning law?we find, also, I think, that in the North, as it were,
(Ms Galley) No.businesses which apply for property consents or

other developers on their behalf, that consents are
easy to come by, on the whole, and so both of those
factors make it diYcult for us to conclude that

Chairmanplanning plays a big role in accounting for the
productivity diVerentials. On the other hand, I think

163. On the question of competence of theGovernment, rightly, has got an emphasis on
councillors though, is that not really the duty of theirimproving the relationship between economic
professional advisors to understand planning law?development strategies so that the planning system
Are they not supposed to be bringing much more theworks proactively to promote economic
question of common sense and a certain level ofdevelopment aims.
feeling from the local community rather than having
that expertise?

157. Do you think the Government should be (Ms Galley) I think that is the principle certainly
using it to a greater degree, in other words tightening but I think that the fact of the matter is that
down areas with high demand and easing the councillors are politicians who have concerns and
planning restrictions where there is low demand? that law is not black and white, it is grey and it has

got room for interpretation.(Ms Galley) I think there might be something in it.
I do not think the research gives us very much help

164.What about the cowardice factor? There are aon that but I think the research has shown, also, that
certain number of councillors who will go into one ofcertainly in the housingmarket and in earlier decades
those decision makings and say “No” on the basiseven in the oYce market that there is little
that is what the electorate will like knowing full wellsubstitutability between regions and being able to
that when it goes to appeal then it is going to beforce demand beyond the region it wants to be in.
granted. So they can feel they have the best of both
worlds but it slows the process down. Is there

158. There is no evidence because it has not really anything that can be done about that?
been pushed and tried recently? (MsGalley) I do not know actually, apart from the

suggestion that I made that the guidance may be(Ms Galley) Not recently, I do not think. I think
oYce development certificates, as I recall, are one of stricter and the competence question could be dealt
the last big aims to try to do that. with.
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things like access to a larger labour pool, labourMr O’Brien
market spillovers, more skills, knowledge spillovers,165. If I could go back to the question on the they learn more about their competitors, theirinvolvement of planning with businesses now. Do suppliers are closer to hand, and all those eYcienciesyou envisage that there is more of a problem for that they do not have to pay for, apart from thesmaller businesses than for some of the larger higher price of labour or land, are on balance greatercompanies? Would you say that smaller businesses in value than the additional cost of those locations. Iare disenfranchised more by planning than some of think that is by far the most important. Then I thinkthe larger ones? there are just some other factors really. There are(Ms Galley) I suspect—I do not have the exact socio-demographic factors, for example, increasinglyfigures to hand—that the number of small businesses in the hot spots of the economy, there are dual careerwhich have a direct interface with the planning families where the concentration of employmentsystem is small. I think the CBI’s evidence suggested opportunities is quite an important inducement tothat there were about 150,000 business applications encouraging labour to locate there and then, ofa year and stripping that out I think another ODPM course, the companies follow the labour.paper thought, taking out minor applications, that
171. You have not mentioned, for example,fell to about 100,000 and a large proportion of those

transport links or factors like that particularly,would be by developers or construction companies
have you?who had a regular interfacewith the planning system.
(Ms Galley) No.Let us get down to the small numbers. I do think

those which are left, say big versus small business, 172. Does it vary from business to business? What
very often they may only have one contact with the type of business primarily will consider a high price
planning system and each time a company has that it area and what type of business will be reluctant to go
has to go through a learning curve and probably that to a high price area?
is not helpful. I think that then maybe the response is (Ms Galley) I think for that we can look for the
to have better guidance to people on how to process evidence on the renaissance of city centres and the
a planning application eVectively. kinds of businesses which clearly bear higher

property costs, higher labour costs, higher166. Who should oVer the guidance?
congestion costs, even higher crime costs in those(Ms Galley) I should think that is Government’s
locations and I do not think we could be having, atjob.
least in our city centre, including in the North, what

167. From a Minister’s point of view? people call a renaissance simply because we wanted
(Ms Galley) Yes. to reduce the demand for travel or make city centres

attractive places to live in. I think the underlying168. If we are looking at an industrial development
economics are that concentration produces thoseand small businesseswant to locate on a newbusiness
positive externalities and the prices are worthpark, can you see that planning problems could set
paying for.back that small business because of the urgency of

moving, the question of speed to get the business up 173. Are you saying that finance institutions are
and running? Do you envisage any planning likely to go to a high priced area.
problems there? (Ms Galley) Yes.
(Ms Galley) Again, I do think, certainly in large

174. But maybe a manufacturing institution isparts of the country, there simply is not a problem
more prepared—like that. People are very anxious to capture business
(Ms Galley) That is right, I think high innovation,investment.

high value added, high skill content industries which
169. Is that more pronounced in the North than in tend to be financial and business services and the

the South? companies which supply those.
(Ms Galley) Possibly, I do not know, I just do not

175. Do you think the planning system plays anyhave the facts to hand. Anecdotally that would be
role in encouraging these clusters?true. Again, anecdotally there is the notion that there
(MsGalley) I do not know if it was on purpose butare fast growing companies who cannot wait for the

certainly I think PPG6, for example, is trying toplanning system but I think the planning system tries
institute in the first instance a sequential test forvery hard to direct applicants to areas where that
retailing, and we know that retailing is an importantkind of application would be acceptable, thus the
part of the ingredients that make town centresdevelopment plan led system where employment
appealing for business because their staV like themland, a correct plan, allocates it at the right place and
and so on. In so far as the sequential test moves outsets the criteria quite clearly.
now—at least that is what is implied, let alone what
the guidance says—to leisure and certainly even
increasingly oYces then it does promote that kind ofDr Pugh concentration. I think also there is research. There

170. Your evidence tends to show that companies was research done recently by ECOTEC on clusters
locate in areas where property prices are high for a which suggested some instances. Curiously, I
range of diVerent factors. If you could pick the top suppose, they cited Cambridge where local plans said
three factors which send an industry into a high price it proactively tries to anticipate the development
area what would they be? requirements of software companies so they can

cluster and gain agglomeration benefits from each(Ms Galley) I think the biggest one by far must be
this thing variously called the positive externalities of other and the businesses they trade with and the

businesses which supply them.agglomeration which means that companies gain
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(Mr Clarke) It sounds sensible, given what I haveChairman
just said. Obviously it would be helpful for any
business to be shepherded through the system in as176. Can I take you on to this question of
eYcient a manner as possible so, yes, it does soundproductivity. Is it really valid if you are looking, say,
like a sensible process to take.at supermarkets to say that supermarkets’

productivity is so much better than corner shops? In
a sense in a supermarket you just have people putting

Mr O’BrienstuV on the shelves and then you have the people at
the check-out but most of the work in the shop is 180. In the Pre-Budget Statement by the
done by the customers as unpaid workwhereas if you Chancellor he advised that local authorities who
go into the traditional corner shop a lot more of the locate new businesses into their area could retain the
work is done by the staV. Are we looking at like with rates that are paid by those businesses. Now this is an
like when we are making comparisons about those incentive for local authorities to canvass and to apply
areas of productivity? to people to locate in their area. Do you think that

will have an influence on the planning in those areas?(Ms Galley) We are comparing like with like
(Ms Galley) If we are talking about localbecause I think on the productivity question clearly

authorities having discretion over spending in orderthe supermarket is more productive. They get more
specifically to promote the development of theiroutput per unit of labour input. But, perhaps we are
economies, and for example defray what mightnot costing or valuing the other aspects of the corner
otherwise be infrastructure costs that one wouldshop trading: that it makes a neighbourhood viable,
want to recover from individual businesses, then it isfor example, it supports development of
an interesting thought. I think it strays into the wholecommunities, encourages exchange, reduces
issue of local government finance.exclusion or disadvantage in some form which are

also goals of the planning system. 181.
I am thinking about the planning. If a local

177. There are those costs but there is also the authority is developing an industrial estate, and in
unpaid labour that most people going around the view of the fact that they will be able to retain the
supermarket are putting in, is there not? rates and income from those developments, will that
(Ms Galley) Yes, there is. speed on the planning applications, do you think?

(Ms Galley) I am not sure there is a direct
178. Now you have done a fairly thorough review relationship line.

of the literature. Is this an area that would really Mr O’Brien: You do not think so.
justify somebody doing the research or are the
questions being posed impossible and that is why
there has not been all that much detailed research in Chairman
this area? 182. There was a problem, if you take Greater
(Ms Galley) I think you are probably right but I Manchester, as I understand it, the John Lewis stores

would like to turn over to Andrew, my colleague, were approved by Stockport not because they were
who has got particular views on this point. very keen on having out of town shopping, they felt
(Mr Clarke) I think the point I would like to make that if they did not give permission for the site at

here would be that this search for a cost and a benefit Cheadle then Cheshire would give permission for the
presupposes that we can come to some accurate store just across the border. Now at that point there
picture of costs and an accurate picture of benefits. In was a benefit to each local authority by getting in the
the points we have made today it is very diYcult to business rate. There is a danger, is there not, that if
come by an accurate balance sheet in that way local authorities are allowed to keep themoney it will

distort the planning system?because, as Nora mentioned, the costs are very
(Ms Galley) That is a seriously important pointdiYcult to define and know and the benefits are even

actually and clearly that aspect of allocating landmore opaque. If we wanted to arrive at this final
resources to the gain of an individual local economyposition of having a figure of what the net cost and
which has very artificial boundaries can bethe net benefit of the British planning system would
profoundly unhelpful.be I think we are on a hiding to nothing.What would

be more eVective, probably, is rather than standing
back and trying to choose the eVectiveness of the

Chris Moleplanning system overall is to find ways of making
sure the individual processes that have to be gone 183. Just returning to the point the Chairman was
through to arrive at a planning decision are as raising with you about pre-application discussions. It
eYcient as possible, and that is probably the most is seen as helpful but is it not eVectively just cheating
eYcient way of looking at the future lines of research. by shifting the starting date of the process and
It is probably more about best practice than does it not undermine the transparency and
academic research. accountability of the quasi judicial process if that is

happening at an earlier stage?
179. We had evidence last week from the City of (Ms Galley) No, I do not think so. I think it brings

London that they have employed people with the up an interesting point made in the literature that the
specific task of holding the hand of possible idea that somehow counting the time that it takes
businesses through the planning system, and you between submitting or even initiating the discussions

with the planning authority and getting a decision isthink that would be crucial?
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somehow a delay. That implies, certainly, that there really upset by that detail and that is what upsets

them rather than the spatial issues of whereis no value in that process whereas I think we would
take the view that certainty is improved if the pre- particular activities should go?
application process is well done so a proposed (Ms Galley) I quite agree. I think much of the
applicant knows precisely the outcome of the debate in planning is caused by confusion or
application and why and if he persists in doing disagreement or lack of understanding on what
something the local authority feels bound to refuse planning is or additionally—and I think this is a very
what the implications are going to be for the important point—what its role in the economy is, not
business. appreciating that planning is a referee between

competing objectives which sometimes conflict.

Chairman
Sir Paul Beresford184. Is there not a possibility of getting sort of oV-

the-shelf planning? I understand some of the biggest 186. If you follow the Chairman’s thinking would
whingers about the present system are things like the you not run into the possible diYculty of duplication
pizza takeaways and some of the coVee shops and and no individuality or a reduction in the
their complaint is that there is an argument about individuality?
their location but once they get permission each (Ms Galley) I think it depends on the matter. I do
local authority is demanding slightly diVerent think that things like recouping the external costs of
requirements in terms of disabled toilets, access and an operation on the environment, say, by a planning
those sort of things, extractor fans. Would it be obligation would be very diYcult to routinise across
feasible for a model design for some of those sorts of the economy as a whole. Values diVer, the balance
outlets to be approved nationally and then if the sheets of individual applicants diVer, locations/
location is agreed by the local authority the rest of the micro-locations diVer wildly but I do think that is a
regulations would be a national pattern? diVerent thing than the kind of health and safety,
(Ms Galley) I think so for some kinds of things. I building regulation things which can radically often

think, again, that kind of thing falls under the same be put in place to control negative externalities or,
category as building regulation rules or health and indeed, the other way round, to ensure the positive
safety rules or standards that need to be achieved to externalities are produced.
minimise any adverse externalities of the operation. Chairman: On that note, can I thank you very

much indeed for your evidence and for all the work185. Is that not part of the diYculty that some
you have put in on the research.people who are critical of the present system are
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some authorities which are more in keeping inChairman
meeting the standards than others? Have you got any187. Can I welcome the CBI and the TUC. I will
information on that?ask you in a second to identify yourselves but when
(Mr Roberts) I think there is a generic concernwe are dealing with the questions, if you agree with

about the way in which the system is operated rathereach other please just keep quiet but if you disagree
than whether or not there needs to be a system at all.do not hesitate to jump in. Can I ask you to identify
With regard to whether there is a diVerentiatedyourself for the record?
degree of concern, I think inevitably there are good(Mr Roberts) Michael Roberts, Director of
and bad performers within local planningBusiness Environment at the CBI.
authorities, and I would refer you to some of the(Mr Coats) David Coats, Head of Economic and
information that was in the Planning Green PaperSocial AVairs at the TUC.
which indicated that against the current target to(Mr Brinkley) Ian Brinkley, Senior Economist,
determine 80% of planning applications within eightTUC.
weeks, only 30 authoritiesmet that target so those are

188. Do any of you want to say anything by way the best performers but at the other end of the
of introduction or are you happy for us to go straight spectrum 45 authorities were deciding less than 50%
to questions? in eight weeks and then there was a significant
(Mr Roberts) Go straight into questions. amount in between. It is that spread, if you like,

which will give rise inevitably in some cases to
satisfaction with the system, in other cases withMr O’Brien
dissatisfaction.

189. Mr Roberts, the CBI are expressing main
190.Would you suggest that the problems with theconcerns about the planning system and they are

planning system are just a collection of localconcerned about the implementation of the planning
system. Are these problems universal or are there diYculties which can be sorted out or do you feel that
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we need structural change of some kind in the Sir Paul Beresford
planning system to meet the eight week target by 193. Do you agree that targets may be the wrongmore authorities? way in which to judge decisions because some
(Mr Roberts) If I can go back slightly. When one authorities which are meeting targets may make

talks about problems with the planning system, the decisions which are not right necessarily? In other
nature of those problems can be fairly varied. On the words “no” is a decision but actually it would be
one hand it can be a concern about development better if a little more time was taken and a little more
planning or development control, on the other hand discretion was taken and a “yes” decision given?
it can be a concern about, for example, the planning (Mr Roberts) You are right to counsel caution
of major infrastructure projects. With regard to the about the use of targets because in other areas, not
former, I think there are some issues about what is just planning, they can lead to perverse
happening on the ground, about the exercise of good consequences. We do feel that targets are a useful
practice, certainly about the level of resource that is discipline on local authorities and, indeed, on the
available to local planning authorities in doing their Secretary of State with regard to call-ins and
job. With regard to the latter, major infrastructure recovered appeals. They are a useful discipline to
projects, I think one of the concerns there is the make sure that the process is timely. Where we have
extent to which genuinely significant projects are had a concern is the use of rather blunt targets in the
determined necessarily at a national level so, past, the 80% against eight weeks for all applications,
therefore, the focus is rather diVerent. irrespective of size or type, and the proposals to

disaggregate between commercial applications on
the one hand and household on the other and within

191. The reason why I press that is because your commercial between major and minor we think is
memorandum says a great deal about the helpful because hopefully it will remove some of the
implementation of planning applications. Do you potential for perverse decisions.
have any evidence of problems with the broader

194. You have mentioned good and badeVects of the planning system?
authorities, do you have good and bad applicants?

(MrRoberts) In the memorandumwhat we sought (Mr Roberts) Yes, inevitably. Within any
to do was to indicate the types of cost that arise from constituency, the business constituency as well as the
the way in which the planning system is operated local authority constituency, we are a reflection of
both in terms of the very direct costs, such as society at large.
planning fees, right through to the indirect costs

195. One could ask the applicants to get their actwhich arise from deferred benefits due to the time
together in many cases. The evidence we have hadtaken in approving projects whether they are major
previously from two of the supermarket chains wasinfrastructure projects or individual commercial
that they work with the system extremely well with aprojects. Now those costs are set out in the paper
great deal of success, would you agree with that?before you. To be fair and to be clear they include
(Mr Roberts) I think inevitably if you are, if youwhat some of ourmembers feel are the costs of delay,

like, a repeat customer of the planning system, asin other words costs of ineYciency as they would
indeed many of the larger retailers are, it is in yourterm it in the system but they include, also, if you like,
interest tomake sure that you are au fait with the waylegitimate costs. It is always going to take a certain
in which the system operates and to work with theamount of time to reach decisions, both on major
grain of the system where that is helpful. Clearlyand on minor projects, and one cannot completely
there is an issue for those who are not repeathave a cost free planning system. Where the balance
customers. In some cases their lack of understandinglies between what is acceptable and what is, if you
of the system may be one of simple lack of resource,like, the result of ineYciency is extremely diYcult to
lack of time and, again, in the previous evidencepinpoint.
taking session mention was made of the distinction,
perhaps, between SMEs and the larger elements of
the business community.192. What about implementation? Have you any

views as to how we could improve the 196. Does the CBI have a role in educating
implementation? business?
(Mr Roberts) There are a number of things in the (Mr Roberts) We were joint producers and

Planning Bill, which of course has its Second signatories to the planning concordat which was
Reading today. There are a number of things outside developed together with people such as the Local
the legislation that we think would be helpful. I Government Association about a year or two ago
mentioned earlier the issue of resource, we welcome which was all about signalling best practice, not only
very much the allocation of increased resources to within the planning authority community but within
planningwithin local authorities that was announced the business community as well. Specifically mention
recently as a step in the right direction. There is was made earlier this morning about the use of pre-
probably a need for more over the longer term. We application discussions, that is an area where we
feel that training of both oYcers and elected oYcials, think there is scope for all sides to learn from each
which was mentioned in the previous evidence, is other, to make the system work better and to come
another area that will be very important. Over the up with better outcomes.
longer term we would like to see an improved culture Christine Russell: When your Director-General
within the decision making bodies which came to our inquiry into the Planning Green Paper
understands, if you like, some of the needs of he said—if I could quote—“In every respect, every
business with regard to planning. survey, we conduct, every business we talk to . . .
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planning is always at the top of the agenda as a fetter (Mr Roberts) I was quite specific in saying that on

the local development scheme proposals we have noton the productivity enhancement and the job
creation in British business” but yet you produce no seen the detail of how it will operate at this stage.

Inevitably my answer is still an “if” on thatreal evidence to back up that assertion.
particular point.

201. You have sympathy for Members of the
Committee when they are faced with it because theySir Paul Beresford
will have to say “if” too because they will not be

197. Neither did he. seeing the secondary legislation.
(Mr Roberts) I think he invited us to come back (Mr Roberts) We have enormous sympathy for

again at some point to try and substantiate that. I am you on this point.
sure my colleagues from the TUCmay wish to make
some comments. I would allude to a survey which we
carried out subsequent to that evidence giving Christine Russell
session, the results of which we published at the time

202. Is there not some substance in the argumentsof our national conference this year, which asked
that you, the CBI, convinced the Treasury and thechief executives and senior directors from a range of
DTI that there was a real problem with the structure,companies in a variety of sectors as to what were the
if you like, of the planning system and that is why weissues on their radar screen with regard to the quality
have got saddled with this Bill?of the UK as a place in which to do business.
(Mr Roberts) We emphasised that there were aPlanning was unprompted, planning was specified as

range of concerns with the operation of the planningone of a number of issues that was causing concern.
system, part of it was structural and part of it wasIt was not necessarily the top issue but it was there in,
about the operation on a day to day basis. To thatI would say, the top 10 of issues that was mentioned.
extent, therefore, we are supportive of the overall
programme of reform that the Government has put
forward, both in terms of some aspects of what is in

Christine Russell the Bill and in terms of what can be done outside of
the need for primary legislation. We stand by those198. Retrospective certification I think. Can I just initial sets of concerns that we expressed which haveask you—and apologies to the witnesses from the led subsequently to this programme of action.TUC but again it is a question to the CBI—in general

are you happy with the proposals as they appear in
the Bill that is before Parliament currently? Chairman
(MrRoberts) I would characterise the proposals in

203. After you gave evidence to us last time you didthe Bill as being a bit of a curate’s egg in that there
this survey, or got MORI to do the survey for you.are elements of the Bill that we like, the proposal for
Actually planning, apparently, was about thirteenthexample on timetables that might be applied to the
of the things which worry people out of 15, notSecretary of State in reaching decisions. There are
exactly a very high score, was it?elements where we are less supportive, for example
(Mr Roberts) In terms of the proportions ofthe proposal to introduce three yearly consents.

business people who indicated it as a significant issueThere are a range of proposals within the Bill where
for their ability to do business and in terms ofmakingwe are uncertain genuinely about what the outcome
investment decisions I think the returns weremay be, largely I might suggest because the detail of
significant, 65% I think of business peoplethe proposals has been deferred to secondary
responding to that survey indicated that the planninglegislation. But, for example, to be specific, the
system had a moderate to significant impact on theirproposals on the local development schemes is an
ability to do business.area where we genuinely do not know whether what

is being proposed will be an improvement on what is 204. But they had an awful lot of worries which
the case currently. were much higher up the list.

(Mr Roberts) Which I have said already.

Sir Paul Beresford
Mr Clelland

199. Is it worth having the Bill even?
205. Can I put a question to the TUC just to(MrRoberts) If, indeed, there is a new hierarchy of indicate you have not been forgotten about. In yourlocal and regional planning which is simpler, more evidence you seem to suggest that planning is not astrategic and more user friendly than is the case major concern in terms of improving productivitycurrently then, yes, I believe there is a case for the Bill and performance. Can you explain to the Committeebut we would not say that all of the improvements what are the main factors that influence productivitywhich could be made to the planning system need to and performance in the UK compared with OECDbe taken through primary legislation. I refer you to countries?my earlier comments, for example, with regard to the
(Mr Coats) Perhaps I can start by referring to theneed for more resource to support planning

work that we did with Michael’s colleagues at theauthorities’ activities.
CBI about 18 months ago where we looked at four
areas which we believed were the key drivers of200. You have only half answered the question,

you said “if”. You have got the Bill, you have seen the productivity both in the UK and elsewhere. The first
is investment and we found that the UK had aBill, does it?
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generally poorer record on investment than many of the one hand and on the other hand the size and scale

of that particular relationship. I think in principle weourmajor competitors. The second is innovation and
technology which is both about the links between the would say that there is a link, what is extremely

diYcult to do is to establish how significant that linkscience system in universities and business but also
the ability of businesses to network with each other is. Our memorandum did indicate that, for example,

with regard to the functioning of the labour market,and transfer technology and best practice. The third
is skills where the UK has a lot of ground to make up with regard to promoting, for example, some of the

newer industries which in some cases areboth on basic skills and intermediate skills for people
already in the labour market, although new entrants characterised by smaller firms, property, and by

extrapolation the planning system, has a knock-onto the labour market are better qualified than in the
past. Finally, what the TUC and CBI described as eVect on these things. There is a linkage, at least in

principle, it is diYcult to establish how large thatbest practice but is really about innovation in work
organisation, new production systems and the use of linkage is.
new technologies in the work place. In our view those
are the four central drivers of productivity which
featured in our joint report. Dr Pugh
206. What grounds do you have for arguing that 209. Can I just take you back a bit. In an earlier

planning is not a major influence? question you were asked to respond to the claim
(Mr Coats) We cannot see any direct link either made by theDirector-General of the CBI. It goes like

from the UK evidence or the international evidence this: “In every respect, every survey, we conduct,
that can demonstrate that the nature of your every business we talk to . . . planning is always at the
planning system has some fundamental impact on top of the agenda as a fetter on the productivity
overall productivity. TheUS, France, Germany have enhancement”. When asked to produce a survey
broadly similar levels of productivity, with the US today you talked about a survey conducted after the
marginally ahead but very diVerent planning event whereas you could have produced, on the basis
systems. The Netherlands I think has higher GDP of this remark, almost any survey because all the
per hour worked than any of those countries and a surveys of the CBI, apparently, allegedly, show that.
rather rigorous planning system because it is a small You have shown that 65% of businesses raise it
country with lots of environmental constraints. We somewhere but not at the top of the agenda. Would
do not see that there is any strong evidence to draw it be fair to say that the Director-General’s remarks
a linkage between planning and productivity. A final are more saloon bar talk than evidence based
point on the US, it is hardly surprising that planning information?
constraints may be slightly weaker there in that land (Mr Roberts) I thought the Committee would
is not at a premium and population densities are low welcome reference to a rather recent and, therefore,
so it is easier to find a greenfield site for new topical and timely survey. Our Director-General is
development. That is not so true in the UK or extremely assiduous at going around the country and
elsewhere in Europe. talking directly to businesses both inside and

outside—

210. What surveys was he talking about then?Sir Paul Beresford
(Mr Roberts) I could not recall any particular

207. You think we are wasting our time with the survey that he had in mind.
Planning Bill? It is not really going to make the

211. He said “every survey”, there must bediVerence it is touted to do.
hundreds of them in the CBI, surely?(MrCoats) If there is a problem with the system as
(Mr Roberts) Not every survey is specificallyit works at the moment we would not identify

asking a question about, for example, the impact ofnecessarily the day to day operation of planning
regulation, of which planning is one form, not all ofarrangements as an obstacle to improving
our surveys refer to that. I think you are at danger, ifproductivity. I think we would say, however, that the
I may suggest, of taking his words a little too literallyway in which major planning inquiries into big
in that respect.infrastructure projects are handled can get in the way

of sensible economic development. Generally 212. You are saying something diVerent, that is
speaking these projects, like Heathrow Terminal 5, clear, is it not? You are saying something diVerent
will go ahead but after a rather long protracted from what the Director-General said?
process which turns into, I think, a form of outdoor (Mr Roberts) What are you saying that I am
relief for the planning bar for many, many years saying?
which is not something that public money should be

213. I am saying that you are not saying in yourspent on.
evidence here that every survey you conduct, every
business you talk to says that planning is always at
the top of the agenda as a fetter on productivity, youMr Clelland
are not saying that?208. Does the CBI have any comment on what the (Mr Roberts) What I have sought to do is toTUC has submitted in terms of what they see as a provide you with at least some evidence, albeitlack of influence? through a survey—(Mr Roberts) The one point I would make is the
214. But you are not saying that.need to draw a distinction between whether there is a

relationship generally between planning and some of (Mr Roberts)—of the importance of planning to
the interests of our members.these key factors which have just been mentioned on
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215. Okay. Could it be though that there is a requirements on larger firmsmay be fine for thembut

may not be appropriate for smaller firms pursuingproblem with the planning process because
the one-oV application for planning permission.businesses are basically entrepreneurial, they are do

it and go kind of enterprises. If they come up against
a democratic body which has to make a planning

Chris Moledecision, and is not able to do it straight away, do
they have unrealistic expectations of the planning 219. Would you agree that it is better, perhaps, for
system? the consultation to be got out of the way on the local
(Mr Roberts) I think there are diVerences of plan or the local development framework so that the

culture, clearly, between businesses generally and the consultation with individual applications can be
local planning authority generally. I think what is an scaled down? Is that perhaps a benefit of the Bill that
issue of concern to them is not necessarily that is before us today?
decisionsmore often than not go against them, in fact (Mr Roberts) Again, subject to the point I made
there is a very high rate of success in approving about lack of detail about what exactly the local
planning permissions, particularly for commercial development schemes will involve.
applications. The concern is what they perceive to be

220. But, as a principle, if that consultation couldthe unnecessary time that it takes to reach some of
be done on the framework rather than on thethose decisions. To give you one specific instance to
individual applications, would that be anexplain the generic: 30% of all commercial planning
improvement?applications which are refused by local authorities
(Mr Roberts) Yes. There is potentially a danger ofare overturned subsequently on appeal. That seems confusing two things here. I think from theto be a pretty high proportion and it is the sort of perspective of our membership, local developmentissue which suggests to our members that perhaps schemes, or frameworks as they were known beforethere should be a better way by which, in the first the Bill was published, really should be aboutinstance, a local authority will come to the “right establishing the key strategic objectives for spatial

judgment”. development in the local area. They are not about
determining in a plan whether or not you would216. Does the diVerence in culture explain some of
approve this application or that application forthe gripes?
permission to develop, clearly that has to follow(Mr Roberts) I think there is a high level of
subsequently. It may be that on individualexpectation and that is driven by organisations
applications there are significant issues for the localwhose culture is to respond to customer need inmany
community and in those circumstances it would berespects and to organisations where perhaps they are
good practice, clearly, for a developer to takeconscious of the way in which their competitors seek
soundings as to likely issues for the community. Thatto respond to their customer needs. It is driven by an
should be done within, hopefully, a context wherebyexpectation of service and a delivery and I think there
the principles for development within an area haveis a diVerence of approach there.
been established through an eVective process of
involving the community in the establishment of the
local development scheme.

Christine Russell

Mr O’Brien217. Can I ask you about public consultation. Do
you agree that one of the reasons why the planning 221. Section 106 agreements, we are advised that it
process can take a long time is because of the extent is costing businesses £2 billion a year. How much do
that planning authorities go to, to consult local you think of that £2 billion is to enable developments
people who will be aVected by developments? What to go ahead and improve the planning applications
is the view of the CBI? Do you feel that the degree of or howmuch is just a commercial or a profit made by
public consultation should be reduced? local authorities. Have you a view?
(MrRoberts) Certainly we are not advocating that (Mr Roberts) I have not got a view on the precise

there should be public consultation and that it should number. I can only report that anecdotally there is a
be full. I have not got a particular view on whether in concern that in some cases there may be an element
aggregate the level of public involvement is too high of the practice that you indicate. I cannot be more
at the moment and in some sense it should be specific than that.
reduced. I think the advertisers make sure that the 222. Let me put another view to you. How much
public involvement is engaged as eVectively as of the £2 billion is actually passed on to the business
possible. end users, the customers, and how much is absorbed

by the reduction of land value?218. What role do you feel that the applicant
(Mr Roberts) I cannot answer that question. Theshould have in the way of doing public consultation?

£2 billion figure that you cite is one that we developedDo you see that would be a helpful move?
on the back of somework that was done by the RICS(Mr Roberts) In principle, yes, I think it would be
on the incidence of planning gain. I could not reallyhelpful for applicants to consider what the interests
give you the sort of detail that you seek.of the local community might be in pursuing the

particular development. I think the issue at stake here 223. Does the TUC have a view on section 106
agreements?is what may be required formally by way of

community involvement. The concern would be that (MrCoats) Planning gain, we do not have a formal
view, no.the requirements for a large development or the
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224. Can I move on then. Does not the cost of Prime Minister look at what the structural causes of

house price inflation are and what role the planningsection 106 agreements reflect the ability of
developments to bear the cost? How can they be a system plays in that because at themoment we do not

know and I am not convinced many other people do.real problem? If there is this fluctuation of land
values, if there are benefits to the businesses, should 232. What about high incomes and low interestthey not be able to absorb the cost? rates, are they responsible?
(Mr Roberts) I think we accept the principle that (MrBrinkley) Certainly these must all be part of it.where a development has a significant impact on the We have seen a very strong wage growth and we havelocal community then the developer in some way seen low unemployment so people feel secure in theirshould recompense the community for that impact. job, but there is clearly a puzzle going on there.What I think gives us concern is the extent to which Although the markets send the strongest possiblethat opens up the opportunity for negotiations to signals, new build in private housing has not gone up,secure gain over and beyond the extent of that impact it has gone down a little bit in the private sector andon the local community. that does suggest there is something not quite right
225.What does the CBI think of the alternatives to there which is stopping the market from responding

the 106 agreement? Have they a view? to this very clear price signal.
(MrRoberts)We have not proposed an alternative 233. The primary puzzle for most of us is trying toto section 106. figure outwhy very high prices in the SouthEast have
226. Would you prefer fixed impact fees instead of not encouraged more businesses to locate elsewhere.

the section 106 agreement? What is your explanation of that?
(MrRoberts) No. Our preference is for section 106 (Mr Brinkley) It may have to some extent in that

to be operated in amore transparent way through the some of the inward investment projects have been
implementation of best practice grants. encouraged towards the Midlands and the north

rather than the south, but in the south you have a lot227. Are you saying it is not transparent at the
of demand for the high-tech industries in particular,moment?
it is a prime location, you can sell your goods very(Mr Roberts) I think there is a view amongst our
easily, it is close to the Continent so you can get yourmembers that it is not always transparent and that
goods across to Europe and by and large you do notthere are diVerences in practice between local
tend to see an awful lot of business mobility acrossauthorities.
regions and that is why I think the Government is

228. Is that flagged up anywhere? If there is this probably right in putting much more emphasis on
question of mystery or a shroud over the agreement, encouraging indigenous growth within regions
is that presented anywhere? rather than going back to the old policy of trying to
(Mr Roberts) We have not given evidence of that shift industry out of the South East to the north

in our memorandum. because in the past that has not been terribly
successful.229. Why not?

(Mr Roberts) Being honest, because it is quite
diYcult to establish that for the simple reason that in

Chris Molesome cases developers have secured permission.
Clearly they do not wish to upset the relationship 234. We heard from earlier witnesses how diYcult
they have with the local authorities where they have it is to compare the situation in the UK with that in
succeeded in getting that permission. the US because of diVerent densities of population

etcetera. Does that suggest that the McKinsey230. Whistleblowers are now independent. Is there
Report in 1998 is not really a terribly reliable sourcea reason why your members do not blow the whistle
of opinion in these matters?if there is some mystery there?
(Mr Coats) That is a fair summary of the view we(Mr Roberts) I am not sure if the protection

took in 1998. The TUC produced a fairly lengthyextends to them.
response to the Report which we can let you have,
Chairman, you might find it interesting. We felt that
McKinsey was ignoring those core productivityDr Pugh
drivers that I referred to earlier and by focussing on231. House prices have clearly risen considerably the planning system they were really mis-diagnosingin recent years especially in the South East. To what the UK’s problem and the idea that you could boostextent do you consider this to be due to planning productivity dramatically by deregulating productconstraints on new development? That question is to markets which we think are pretty open andboth of you. competitive at the moment or by dismantling the(MrBrinkley) The short answer is we do not know, planning system with a recipe for no significantbutwe think someone ought to find out. It could have change in productivity and potentially bigtwo possible eVects: one is on destabilising the environmental dis-benefits. So we were nevermacro-economy by pushing up house prices and at convinced by the diagnosis that they proposed inthe moment we are in a house prime boom; the 1998.second is it does price workers out of high property
235. And the CBI?areas and that is a particular problem with the public

sector. So although we do not have the answer, if you (Mr Roberts) I think one of the challenges in the
analysis, particularly with regard to the link betweenwere going to follow this up by suggesting new

research or a new investigation, certainly we would planning and productivity in the McKinsey Report,
is that clearly they are comparing two very diVerentlike to see the Treasury and the OYce of the Deputy
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countries in terms of density. However, what I think have had a planning system in this country which has

actually made the country much more attractive tois useful is the fact that it signals in those areas such
as retail where the size of outlet is a significant issue live in? Would you agree with that?
that that potentially could be a significant (Mr Coats) I would agree with that, Chairman,
contributor to that particular sector’s productivity. I yes.
think the danger is in comparing apples with pears in (MrRoberts) It has clearly been one of the factors.
terms of type of geography. I think the interesting point for the planning system
(Mr Coats) The TUC assessment was that is that the context within which that Act was initiated

McKinsey had failed to understand the kind of social is in many respects very diVerent from the context
and environmental trade-oVs which in a small and within which we find ourselves now, a diVerence
densely populated country like the UK we have to between a period of reconstruction to a period of our
make. It is entirely legitimate that you want to modern Western economy seeking to retain its
preserve shopping in a downtown area rather than position in a global environment.
shift it all out to large superstores on the periphery 237. Do you not think one of the key things in
for all sorts of good social and economic reasons.We retaining its position in a global environment is the
also felt McKinsey failed to understand completely quality of the environment as opposed to
that whereas land is readily available in the US, it is encouraging people merely to develop?
not in the UK and while their Report may have been (Mr Roberts) Yes, and that is the quality of theinteresting and certainly it was fun to write our build as well as the rural environment and it is a pointresponse, I am not certain it contributed to the sum we make quite explicitly in our memorandum.of human knowledge all that much. Chairman: On that note, can I thank you very

much for your evidence.

Chairman

236. You could say the 1947 Town and Country
PlanningAct in this country was a jewel in the crown,
could you not, and that really for the last 50 years we

Examination of Witnesses

Mr Tony McNulty, a Member of the House, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State, Mr Michael Bach,
Principal Planner, PDI, OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister, examined.

proposals that wewill come on to subsequently in theChairman
Planning Bill in the House this afternoon, which I238. Can I welcome you to the second session this think the Committee largely approves, that there aremorning into the inquiry into planning, still a number of significant improvements to becompetitiveness and productivity. Can I made. Whilst we welcome the Committee’s researchcommiserate with you on what is a busy day, both
and its deliberations which go with the grain of ourcoming before us and then dealing with the Bill this
view that planning is not, as was suggestedafternoon. Can I ask you to identify yourself and
anecdotally, a hindrance to business or economicyour colleague for the record, please?
developments, we feel it can be far more active in(Mr McNulty) Tony McNulty, Parliamentary
securing the balance between looking after theUnder Secretary of State to the OYce of the Deputy
interests of development control and land use,Prime Minister with responsibility for housing,
looking after the interests of communities andplanning, regeneration and theMinister for London.
actively and pro-actively assisting economic andTo my left is Michael Bach, a planning oYcial.
business development in areas.

239. Do you want to say anything by way of
introduction or are you happy for us to go straight
into the questioning?
(Mr McNulty) I am happy to go straight into Sir Paul Beresford

questions and answers.
241. Some of our witnesses this morning said they240. Your memorandum gave us a long list of

could not really assess the Bill because somuch of theexamples where the planning system is of little
legislation was going to be secondary legislation andconsequence to productivity or competitiveness. So
they expressed sympathy for the Standingwhat is the problem?
Committee that you will be speaking to as the Bill(MrMcNulty) The research showed that whilst the
progresses. Will the Committee have the secondaryPlanning Committee was not unfriendly to business,
legislation so it can judge the Bill?.which I know is the core thrust of your inquiry, if you
(Mr McNulty) The plan is, hopefully, that as andturn that round, it does not actively help economic

when the Committee is discussing things that will bedevelopment even of the right type and in the right
further deliberated on in detail at a secondary stageplace. As I think was said once in a song Things can
and they will have that detail as and when it is goingonly get better. We are not complacent. The planning

system always needs tweaking. It is clear from our through Committee, yes.
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242. And if the plan fails will we be able to adjust Mr O’Brien

the timetable so that the secondary legislation can be 246. Minister, could I draw attention to the
before them? relationship between your Department and the
(Mr McNulty) As an ex-Whip I am bound to say Treasury because we have received a letter from the

that that is amatter for others and businessmanagers Treasury saying they have not undertaken any
and not for me. I am not going to sit here when the research into the links between planning and
programme motion is before the House today and competitiveness.What is the basis for their interest in
suggest it should be amended. relaxing planning controls?

(MrMcNulty) I think you will find the Treasury is
interested in everything that we do as a Government
and rightly so. It is not for me to speak for the
Treasury, but I think their interest is partly borne—
which I am grateful that this inquiry is demolishing aChairman
good part of—from this wide anecdotal body of
“evidence” out there and the view that somehow the243. But you can confirm that you and your
planning system has been this massive impediment tocolleagues are going to use your best endeavours to
economic growth, productivity and economicmake sure that there are draft regulations available
development generally. If that anecdote has takenfor the Committee to look at when they are
root then it is more appropriate that the Treasuryconsidering the Bill?
should be concerned. The Treasury are, as ever, with(Mr McNulty) That is certainly what we us on the Bill and our overall thrust of the planninganticipate. When we talk about the planning reform reform. The memorandum is cleared by a range ofpackage of the Government it is not just the Bill we departments including the Treasury, so I think you

are talking about, there are a whole range of other would be hard pushed to find much that divides the
ways to improve upon the whole planning regime or Treasury and the ODPM on any matter at all.
framework in the country, not least through some

247. Was there any consultation with yourelements of secondary legislation, not least through a
Department when the Treasury said we will givereview of circulars and not least through a review of
planning authorities powers to create BusinessPPGs and PPSs.
Planning Zones that cut red tape for growing
businesses by removing the need to apply for244. The cynic in me would suggest that the most
planning permission?successful ministers are the ones who need least
(MrMcNulty) As I understand it the whole notionlegislation and actually get on with making the

of Business Planning Zones and updating the largelypresent legislation work. Would that be a fair
unsuccessful notion of Simplified Planning Zones incomment?
the 1980s emanated first of all fromODPM.As to the(Mr McNulty) The Euro cynic? As I said at the
relationship between that and the enterprise areasbeginning, the planning system does need updating,
that the Chancellor announced, again there weremodernizing and to be far more responsive for those
discussions on those at oYcial level and beyond fromthree elements and that is what drives us: the interests the summer onwards.of the community it serves, the interests of economic

and business development, the overall sustainability
and well-being of that community and the land use Chairman
and development control framework. To the extent

248. You say it came from your Departmentthat we need to improve upon it through primary
historically in diVerent names. What you are reallylegislation, that is clearly set out in the Bill. To the
saying is NicholasRidley thought it was a good idea..extent it can be done via secondary or other routes,
(Mr McNulty) In terms of Simplified Planningthat is the way we will do it too. I do not anticipate,

Zones?whether a success or otherwise, coming back to the
House with a Planning Bill every six months. 249. Yes.

(Mr McNulty) Yes. I do not know the history of
245. If you are right and that really is much more the 1979–97 period, but I am sure Mr Ridley had

about organic change, do you not slightly undermine something to do with it.
that argument with clause 39, with the Local
DevelopmentOrders, which is almost suggesting that

Mr O’Briensome places should not have planning at all?
(Mr McNulty) Rather than suggesting that, it is 250. What is the link between Business Planning

saying if we are getting to a stage where the planning Zones and Enterprise Areas in view of what you
system is as flexible and responsive to local have said?
conditions as possible then the scope for LDOs will (Mr McNulty) The Business Planning Zones,
be right and proper, which is essentially just the which are about identifying areas where there can be
relaxation of permitted development rights in some some high-tech, low impact industrial development
cases and the planning area in other cases. None of in particular areas—it is not envisaged there will be
the things foreseen in the Bill is about tearing down more than a handful, one or two perhaps in each
the regulatory framework for planning or insisting region—are precisely that, a planning and
on a planning free-for-all. I think it will have to be development control tool for areas where that is
organic and responsive to local conditions and local deemed appropriate. It diVers from the Simplified

Planning Zones in the sense that I do not think it iscircumstances.
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unfair to characterise Simplified Planning Zones as a Mr O’Brien
kind of free-for-all, where if somebody fancied an 254. Is there any knowledge of research beingSPZ somewhere they got it. The entire development undertaken at any Government level in planning andlocal plan has to be in the overall strategy of an area competitiveness? Is that taking place?and rooted in the wider planning and economic (Mr McNulty) The only thing that I am aware ofdevelopment framework. They diVer from is what you say about Property Week. I would beEnterprise Areas in the sense that Enterprise Areas astonished if the Treasury were not at least looking
are about focussing on the 2,000 most deprived at it, not least prompted by your activities. I would
wards in the country and, by using a mixture of fiscal be astonished too if any Government department
and other tools, trying to getmore inward investment was not taking very very seriously the research you
and more economic development in those areas. The have already commissioned which I would suggest
two may coincide, they may be contiguous, who highlights the route map in terms of any conclusion
knows? In the first instance that is really a matter for on the relationship between planning and
the regions as they develop their regional spacial eVectiveness and it is a very helpful contribution to
strategies and the local development bodies as they the debate.
develop the local development framework. So one is
essentially a development control tool, the other is a
fiscal intervention tool.

Mr Clelland
251. Who makes the decisions, you or Treasury? 255. Minister, for the past 18 months your
(Mr McNulty) In terms of PPZs, ultimately the Department has been emphasising the costs to

local planning authorities make the decisions as they business of the planning system yet we have heard
are drawing their plans up, not us. In terms of the from expert witnesses just this morning that those
Enterprise Areas, as I understand it—and it is not for costs are very diYcult to define. Can you tell the
me to elaborate on Treasury policy—they have Committeewhat your evidence is for the fact that this
almost started to define the criteria by focussing on is a problem, and can you tell us whether you have
the 2,000 least deprived wards in England. So they actually weighed the costs of the planning system
have started with their template in terms of criteria. against the benefits to business and the wider
I do not knowwhatmechanism they then put in place community?
to determine the decision-making process. (Mr McNulty) If by the last 18 months you mean
(Mr Bach) The idea is that within England it is the the whole process from the Green Paper first coming

1,260 worst oV wards that will get the benefits. It is out and all the way through the process, the only
certainty is that the more there is a lack of clarity inthen up to people to come forwardwith proposals for
the planning system, a lack of speed anddeveloping sites and they will get those benefits.
responsiveness in those three crucial areas that I
talked about the more it is an impediment and it will
be a cost rather than a benefit to society as a whole.
As I have said before, the anecdotes that have been

Mr O’Brien out there in terms of this huge impediment, that is the
planning system, to business economic development252. There has been mention of the fact that the is, thanks not least in part to your inquiry, not as

Treasury has had meetings with the British Retail substantive a point now as it was a couple of weeks
Consortium and reports of the Treasury ago before your inquiry started. Nonetheless, it
commissioning research into planning and would be wrong to jump from that to a conclusion
competitiveness. If they are active in that then the that says there is nothing wrong with the planning
question is who plans planning, the Treasury or the system so leave it alone and that is what the whole
planning department? process of the Planning Green Paper, the
(MrMcNulty) I would say it is entirely appropriate consultation, the response to your Committee’s

for the Treasury, ODPMorDTI to look into various report and the subsequent responses from the
aspects of impediments to the development of consultees has all been about. In part, at least, we got
economic activity, productivity and economic wrapped up in some very serious, very contentious
eYciency. If they are doing it in the context of the and very long-winded inquiries and I am not just
planning system then that is entirely feasible too. As talking about the T5 but some very significant
to who runs planning, we do. developments in every region in terms of size and

scale and taking far too much time to go through the
entire process, and people are drawing conclusions
from those for the entire planning system and those
were clearly conclusions that were iVy at best.Chairman
256. Are you saying that we started thewhole thing

253. Are they actually doing it or was this a on the wrong premise, that in fact this was not as big
mistake by Property Week when they reported it? a problem as we thought when we started the whole
(Mr McNulty) I have no idea. I have learned over process?

the last six months that I comment less on Property (Mr McNulty) I do not think so. There are still
Week,Horticultural Weekly and Planning and all the diYculties in some of those larger scale schemes and
other spaces I deal with now as much as I did I do not mean just the T5 stuV. You will know that
previously with The Guardian, the Observer and the we went through a process of trying to improve

significantly themajor infrastructure project process.Sunday Times.
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We determined not to go through the legislative route (Mr McNulty) That is certainly not the intention.

The fact that the whole process needs speeding up ison that necessarily in terms of changing it drastically
to a parliamentary-type process but simply to reform clearly right and appropriate, but that means

speeding up the process in terms of clarity of localand update the existing process by concurrent
inquiries and all that sort of thing which should assist development plans so that everyone knows what is

going on in a particular area. I do not think you canthe process. Underlying that there are many many
examples of very large and significant planning speed up much more than beyond the eight week

nominal turn around there is supposed to be alreadyapplications having taken a good deal of time to get
through the process, whether it is the tail end of for planning applications. It is not that economic in

terms of the applications themselves and othersection 106 and the planning obligation dimension
that has held the thing up or the bigger schemes not consequences like planning obligations, section 106s

and all those dimensions. It is getting to a stage wherea million miles away from here where that is the case
and again we have decided to look at that. Simply anyone, whether someone living in a community or

someone who wants to develop in the community,because the anecdotal evidence has not proved
substantive in terms of real evidence does not mean knows what the ground is, knows what the strategic

framework is, knows what the dos and don’ts are forthat there are not various parts and stages in the
whole planning process that need looking at and that particular area and that is the area that needs

speeding up far more readily. As I have said inreviewing which is what we are doing with this
overall package and not simply the Bill. passing, which is not terribly appropriate for today,

with myMinister for London hat on I would say that257. But it also presumes that if there are problems under the UDP regime London boroughs have beenthere are also advantages in the system and there way ahead of the field because of their unitary statusdoes not seem to have been much work done on and no messing about with their boundaries asweighing up the advantages against the problems. readily as some other local authorities over the last 10You quoted the song earlier Things can only get years have done. The London model is probably anbetter, but not necessarily. For instance, if you have area where the UDP deposits to review andnot weighed up what the benefits of the system are as everything else have worked far better than perhapsagainst the costs how can we be sure that the new elsewhere in the country, but it has not had thatPlanning and Compulsory Purchase Bill will not dislocation of boundaries, but even that needsactually create problems as a result? significant improvement.
(Mr McNulty) In terms of the ineYciencies in the

current system, many of those which the Bill deals
with are rooted in a lack of clarity in part, a lack of Chairmanresponsiveness and in some cases a tardiness in terms

259. What you are telling us is that the UDPof the development of plans. Already people are
system works where you have good local authoritiesstarting to look at the UDP regime through rose
and where you gave us this example from the northtinted glasses, but it cannot be right that a major
where one was very slow at doing it, surely it is anorthern metropolis is 10 years down the line and
question of tackling that local authority rather thanonly just about depositing its first UDP. That cannot
changing the system?be good for any of the three key elements, a proper
(Mr McNulty) What the London experiencedevelopment control and land use system, a proper

teaches us is that that regional spacial dimension isinterest in regard to local communities who have to
far more important than it was 10 or 20 years ago inlive with the consequences of a planning system, or a
terms of planning and in terms of other key elementsproper regard for economic development and
of public policy, not least the ones I deal with likeactivity. So trying to get the local development
housing and other elements.frameworks far more responsive but maintaining the

quality of the decisions they make is a key element of
the Bill, shifting the emphasis away from county
structure level 2, which is just a reflection of the Sir Paul Beresford
complexities of our regionally-based economy, that 260. One of the problems with what you are sayingregional dimensionwe think is right aswell.We think is that it is all about saying that London is notit has been relatively successful in the London England. You are applying everything to the Southcontext where there has been a spacial strategy in East, for example, as we go from Milton Keynes,place and just going through its deposit and scope round the M25 and pick up the Isle of Wightexamination in public. The cumulative dimension to and clip Kent onto it. You say that that is going to beall that we do in the Bill is far more than simply able to reflect the local issues and local people’stweaking. It is based on a body of evidence and problems in such a huge area done by a few people,experience not just gained through the Planning some of whom are not elected.Green Paper process but prior to it, about how (MrMcNulty) In terms of the balance between theeVective or otherwise the system works now and local development framework and the regionalthere are shortcomings and we are seeking to spacial strategy we do believe that to be the case, yes.overcome them. If there are diYculties with that approach then it is

at the margins between how London impacts on the258. You mentioned earlier that people often have
to live with the consequences of planning and that is South East and the balance between those two or

even elsewhere, how the north-west and the north-an extremely important consideration. If the
presumption is that we need to speed up the system east interact. Certainly if you take a step outside

planning and look at other areas that I haveis there not a danger that that is going to compromise
on quality? responsibility for like housing, the multiplicity of
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complex layers of housing markets in any part of the business sector but also the communities and the

country’s need for a land use and developmentcountry is such that you have to take a step out and
look at the regional basis. For example, Rochdale control system and anything that makes that entire

process more eYcient in all three regards must becan look over the motorway at Oldham and see its
future if it does not take a whole range of advantageous and I am sure it will be as

advantageous to business as it will to the widerpreventative measures.
community and our need for a land use and
development control framework.

Chairman

261. That is the past.
Chairman(Mr McNulty) It is the future in terms of low

266. You just said that we are going to have thisdemand and in terms of diYculties with a
circular on the 106 agreement. When will we get it?dysfunctional housingmarket. Evenwhen I am in the
(Mr McNulty) We are going to start the review ofmiddle of the worst areas of Oldham I can look up

the key elements of the circular and guidance that weone way and see theMoors in all their glory and I can
need to do as soon into the new year as we can.go a quarter of a mile down the road and see

£150,000–£200,000 houses in a flourishing market. If 267. So a timetable for getting it out?
you are looking at the north-west, you take (Mr McNulty) The end of the year if you take
Kensington and Liverpool or Chester as the concentration periods and everything else into
exemplar of the housing market in the north-west. account.We do want it to be an iterative process. We
262. Just be careful, you are going to provoke the would hope that by the time the Bill secures Royal

Committee. Assent everyone will know the thrust at least, if not
the detail, of what is going on in it in terms of these(Mr McNulty) I was just coming round to the
key circulars such as planning obligations.north-east and Ipswich and Normanton.

268. So you think it is not just that but there could
be several other circulars and it will take 12 monthsChris Mole to produce?

263. Minister, some of the direct costs to (MrMcNulty) There will be but not all necessarily
businesses are things like application fees. You are absolutely dependent on or as a consequence of the
telling us you are concerned about the costs to Bill because our planning reform package is far wider
business yet you are going to allow those to go up than the Bill.
by 14%. 269. I am just trying to pursue the circular point. I
(Mr McNulty) We already have done. I do not am trying to see in my ownmind how this whole idea

start from the premise necessarily that the cost about wanting to speed the process up will work and
element of the planning system to business is yet it will take 12 months to produce the circular.
prohibited in terms of them making good (Mr McNulty) There is going to be a transitorydevelopment decisions and good business economic period. Do not pursue me on absolutely when, but asdecisions for their corporate futures. If there are soon as possible into 2003 the circular process will bediYculties in the process it is about log jams, it is finished. We would aim to publish the circular onabout the planning obligation system and it is about planning obligations as soon into the new year asclarity in terms of the planning process rather than possible. I do not even think we are going to startthe planning process. work on it until the new year. We would hope to
264. You have told us the Government’s concern publish it and see through the consultation process.

there, but you are proposing tariVs rather than the If I had to be pushed on an outcome then I would
current planning gain system. Would that not have hope to have done it at the latest by August/
been more expensive for business? September.
(Mr McNulty) Happily, in terms of this Chairman: Thank you very much.

Committee’s response to the Planning Green Paper,
we are not proposing tariVs. We will be looking in
some detail at the planning obligations circular and Mr O’Brien
trying to sort out in a far more eYcient fashion how 270. As you will appreciate, Minister, there is a
to take section 106 and the whole planning great deal of interest in this legislation from all
obligations process forward, but we are determined sectors and last week we had the Oxfordshire County
we can do that through circular and guidance rather Council before us and they maintain that a factor
than through legislation. that has led to the county’s economic success has

been the link between planning, transport and265. The evidence we have had so far seems to
suggest that businesses do accept that there have to economic development functions. They said they are

deeply concerned that this link between planning andbe some costs borne to them from within the
planning system, whether it is fees, the agreements or economic development and transport will be

abolished under the new system thereby impactingeven some of the delay. What do you think the Bill is
going to do about some of these areas? upon their continuing economic success. Can you

respond to that kind of comment?(Mr McNulty) If we are talking about a plan-led
system, which we clearly are and I do not think there (Mr McNulty) I would respond by saying as

politely as I could that that is a woefully pessimisticis any dissent from that being the way forward, then
you do need robust and responsive plans at the local view of the future. There are still substantial roles in

planning not least in terms of waste materials,and regional level that respond not just to the
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transport and other areas for counties to pursue. In lateral consultation and discussion as possible.

Under the previous system there has been that andmost parts of the counties they have a body of
expertise on planning that I would anticipate there is nothing in the Bill, enthusiastic or otherwise,

that precludes that or encourages people not to haveprovision is made for in the Bill and both at local
planning authority level and regional level that degree of collaboration both laterally at the

district or borough or unitary level or at the countyauthorities will tap into that. These counties, not
least because of their own responsibilities but for level vertically or at the regional level.
things to work well, should really be holding hands
with both the local planning authorities and the
regions. I am sure theRDAswill sit before you—I am

Chris Molenot sure that they did say this—and say that
economic development in any part of the country has 273. That is a tad optimistic, is it not?
been absolutely down to RDAs and not to the (Mr McNulty) I am a born optimist. It is not
counties at all. Firstly, I do not accept that they have terribly optimistic because in the end I think
no future in terms of planning functions because they economic, social and broader political realities
do, not least in terms of their own retained statutory reinforce that kind of inter-connectivity now that
powers but also eVectively, if things are workingwell, there is in all areas of our society, not just in the
with the LPA and the regions, working very very private system.
closely with them. In any number of the regions it is

274. But the reality is that we do have some islands.the key players in the county planning families who
If you have an urban area perhaps with some moreare running the show at regional level. The chair of
rural districts around it and the urban area needs toKent County Council will be the chair of the next
get rid of its waste but the districts do not want toregional planning body. So there are all sorts of
take it then you have got a conflict and it is usuallyoverlaps and interlinks that mean the counties still
the counties that hold the reins and they are thehave a significant role to play. We are saying that in
honest brokers in these situations to find solutions.terms of an increasingly complex society and the

interplay across the piste in terms of regional spacial (Mr McNulty) And in terms of waste strategies
strategies and regional views and linking that in with still do.
the local planning authority. That is a far better way Chris Mole: Housing then!
to go forward than having a mutual discussion.

Dr PughChris Mole
275. In terms of dilemmas for local authorities, one271. I want to press you on that key issue of staV.

of the worst ones they can face is when they have aWhywould the counties retain the key staV if they are
promising project which will create employment butlosing that strategic planning function they have
may do environmental damage andmay not be in thenow?
long-term interest of the area. Is that just the way of(Mr McNulty) In the best of circumstances—and
the world—it has always been easier to open athe vehicles are outlined in the Bill within which they
canning factory in Burnley than in Maidenhead—orcan do it—I would imagine that the RSS and the
is it something the planning process can doLPA/LDFs will both have significant inputs from the
something about?county level and I would have thought it would be in
(Mr McNulty) It is something the process can dothe interests of responsible councils to have as great

something about only thus far and that is in terms ofan influence at both the local level and the regional
an identification, whether in Burnley orMaidenhead,level as possible and they still have a significant
of what areas or parcels of landwould be appropriateamount of work to do on waste and transport and
for that sort of business activity and which oneshuge county specific strategic issues.
would not be. In the context of getting the plan-led
system, as I have said previously, that is all the more
responsive to the changing needs of its area than aMr O’Brien
plan-led system can do something about that. I do

272. I think you are right that at the regional take the point behind your question, to some extent
development level and in the operation of the local it is the way of the world and can be controlled but
authorities there is some cohesion there, but they did not eradicated at all.
say to us that a lot of their strategic influence could

276. Do Business Planning Zones not justhave crossed district boundaries, the lower tier and
encourage that tendency and encourage anthese are issues that they suggested cannot be dealt
“anything goes” attitude?with as eYciently under the new system.What is your

response to that view? (Mr McNulty) No, absolutely not. They would
have to be rooted in the strategic plans. They are all(MrMcNulty) As I have said already, there are the

vehicles set out in the Bill and I think just political about high-tech, low impact business development
and activity and not the kind of fish factories andreality will dictate that the counties still have a

significant element to play with the local planning canning factories which by any dimension I do not
think would be low impact. It is not Nick Ridley’sauthority as do local planning authorities that sit

next to each other. The notion that any county or planning free zones and free-for-all “Come on lads,
let themarket rip in this particular area”, it is not thatplanning authority or region are somehow islands

and do not need to talk to the people next door is a at all. They have to be very focused and in the body
of the plans, so I do not think they do.nonsense. I would hope there would be as much
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277. Howwould you respond to the claimmade by framework they will need planning permission for

that. If it is within the framework and it compliesthe Council for the Protection of Rural England that
in fact business now looks for a nice environment, then it will not need permission. The planning

scheming will make quite clear what is allowable.good housing around the area, green space and stuV

like that and to reduce planning constraints or
standards in an area like the Business Planning Zone
will not attract the modern business?
(Mr McNulty) I would counter absolutely the

Dr Pughnotion that even these strategically focused Business
Plan Zones do anything to lower standards because 281. Nobody decides!
they do not. It is high-tech, low impact. Taking fully (Mr Bach) It will be agreed as part of the schemeon board all the concerns which you have expressed, when the scheme is agreed at the beginning. WhenI would say to the CPRE that it was very very kind the zone is declared it will be declared with itsof them, albeit in line 26 of a 30 line press release, to planning scheme.welcome the Bill and all that was in it. It is just a
shame it took them 25 lines to get there. We take 282. What if it is contentious? What is the issue is,
seriously their view, but I think on this one, as with does this fit in the scheme or does it not, who then
many other critiques, they are wrong because they decides?
are looking at the ghost of Ridley past and assuming (Mr Bach) The planning authority
that is what is in the Bill and it is not. Sir Paul Beresford: It is freedom, but actually there
278. If Business Planning Zones have all these is not any freedom.

planning restraints still left in them what is the point Chairman: Let us keep to the questions.
of having them?
(Mr McNulty) They do not have the constraints.

What they have is a framework clearly established as
to what is acceptable and what is not in the areas and

Christine Russellthe bonus they have over SPZs is that rather than just
appear in a puV of smoke, they must be rooted in the 283.Minister, how do you answer your critics like,plan-led process and that is a far more robust system for instance, the county surveyors who claim that thein terms of defence of the sort of let rip and free-for-

wholesale reform of the system that you areall that you are talking about than previously was
proposing will lead to uncertainty which then willthe case.
inevitably harm business competitiveness?

279. The only thing you seem to be saying is that it (Mr McNulty) I do not accept that at all. One of
is a planned free-for-all and not just a free-for-all. the clear thrusts of the Bill and the extensive
(MrMcNulty) Not necessarily. Far more than the consultation process fromGreen Paper all of the way

prior system they will be rooted into the strategy, the through has had its root in clarity and
land use forecasts and everything else that comes in responsiveness, and that is what has driven most of
the body of a plan. They will not get to a stage where the Bill. I do not accept that at all from county
all of a sudden you wake up and your lovely surveyors or anybody else.
Maidenhead landscape has a huge big canning

284. Can we move on then to the Planningfactory in the middle of it. That sort of system will
Delivery Grant, when is that likely to be announced?not prevail in the body of the system.
Secondly, when Lord Rooker gave evidence to the
Committee before he said that the grant is not going
to be ring-fenced. If it is not ring-fenced how are youChairman
going to ensure that local authorities are not going to

280. I thought we had run out of fish for these use the additional resource for some other project or
canning factories! What worries me is you get the use it for keeping council tax down, or whatever?
planning zone, you get the land owner and he gets (Mr McNulty) You will know that the total plan
four people on to the site and then he finds it very delivery grant is £350 million. We have announced in
diYcult to get the fifth one on and there is the a headline way more than anything else at the
temptation for him to let the standards slip. It may moment that £50 million of that will be spent in the
not be that it slips as far as an animal by-product, first year and the rest subsequently. When the
which is my example, but it still slips to something Deputy Prime Minister makes his announcement on
that the other people on the site are not very happy resources, as much trailed, in January he will be
with. going into greater details on it.
(Mr McNulty) There will be a very, very strong

framework, almost a master plan, for each of the 285. How are you going to—
business planning zones rooted in the strategic plan (Mr McNulty) Do you want me to do the ring-
and the view is that it is about high tech/low impact. I fenced bit?
would not foresee a canning factory or an animal by-

286. Yes.products, or otherwise, being involved too.
(Mr McNulty) I think in the broadest sense the(Mr Bach) The idea is that each Business Planning

relationship between central and local government isZone should have a very clear planning scheme
changing.We are saying to local government we trustwhich says what is permitted and what is not
you—I know you are laughing because you are an expermitted. With the example you have given,

somebody coming along and it is outside the Local Government minister.
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291. How confident are you that the performanceSir Paul Beresford
will improve quickly enough to justify the big hike in287. That must be one of the biggest errors of planning fees?statement you have made for a long time. (Mr McNulty) As I said before, crucially it is the(Mr McNulty) Errors! We are moving more and overall eYciencies of the planning system that needmore away from ring-fencing, across the piece at improvement, not necessarily just the turnover ofring-fencing. Local Government is under no illusions decisions. We are, not just through the Planningabout the responsiveness and responsibilities that Delivery Grant, in a wider sense working with acome with the Bill and are also increasingly—I have whole range of professional bodies to try andcertainly told them—under no illusion they cannot increase, which is absolutely necessary, the skills basespend this money on anything but getting their and attractiveness of town planning or planningplanning departments up to speed, it will be generally as a career. We are under no illusions thatperformance related, and then come back asking for the PDG—which happily it is called now, it wasmoney more, because there will not be any. going to be called Planning Improvement Grants, so
we would be talking about PIGs all day—is going to
increase performance but we need to do a lot more to

Chairman change the overall culture, up the skills base and a
whole range of other things. We are trying to do that288. You have had a chance to look at the
with the Planning Inspector, with RTPI and a wholetranscript when Lord Rooker was answering
range of other bodies. We are getting to a stage now,questions on this. He was very insistent that it was
talking to those bodies, planning oYcers’ societiesnot ring-fencing but it would work as if it was ring-
and others where there is a real sea-change that saysfenced. Is that right?
that plans are important, how they link with(Mr McNulty) That is what we would certainly
economic development and a whole range of otherhope to be the case. Mr Beresford may laugh but it is
things that sustain our communities are allabout saying to local government, you have rights
important, rather than simply the planning decisionand responsibilities, we are not ring-fencing every
process.single penny you get any more, we are not ring-

fencing it in this area we are responding to a need and 292. How are you going to improve the dialogue
desire from local government to boost up their between planners and architects? You talked about
resources in terms of what they can spend on the role the RTPI, what about RIBA too?
planning departments and it is up to them whether (Mr McNulty) Across the professions involved in
they do or not. Sadly much of the early reports, I these areas we are seeking to have far, far stronger
stress they are early reports, about what has dialogue encapsulating all of these areas. I am not
happened on much of the spend in terms of the 14% oVending RIBA, I cannot remember who said it, but
increase on planning fees this year is that not a whole somebody said to me over the summer that for every
lot of it has gone into planning. one town planner that our education system

produced it produces twenty architects. There is
something wrong with that balance in terms of

Sir Paul Beresford people’s actual functions and contributions out in
the field. That is not attackingRIBA it is just amatter289. Because you deprived them in other areas and
of fact.felt they were going to resist you.

(Mr McNulty) Which is why the relationship is
changing across the piece. We are seeking to get less
and less ring-fencing across the piece. Mr O’Brien

293. Both the Regional Development Agencies
and the British Retail Consortium have called forChristine Russell a planning system that encourages economic
development in a proactive way, what are you going290. How are you going to ensure this additional

money is used to improve a whole range of planning to do to bring this about?
services, whether it is to local residents or applicants, (MrMcNulty) In essence that is really right where
rather than just speed up the performance. Is the we started from,where, as I say,much of the evidence
speed going to be the only criteria that you are going that the Committee has taken and the pieces of
to assess? evidence produced show that the system was not an

impediment to business activity or economic(MrMcNulty) In January the details of the criteria
against which the Planning Delivery Grant will be development. I say that is simply not good enough.

We want to move from that to being far, far morejudged will come into place. We have already said
there will be a performance element and subsequent proactive. Business planning zones and things that

like are part of it. I think crucially moving the focalgrants after year 1, this coming year, will be based
essentially on the quantum of improvements, not just point up to a regional level, where there can be much

more interplay between RDAs and regionalthe speed, the quantum, where they start from and
where they are getting to. It is not just about saying economic development focus, is part of that. More

mundane things, like the review of the planningto those who are right up the top, if you increase by
a few points you are going to get a whole lot more of obligation circular, like a review of all of our PPGs

and Planning Policy Statements will all help in thatthe grant, it is about the quantum from where the
local planning authority starts to where they get to. process, not simply in terms of that being the only

thrust of what we do. As I say, I return to those threeIt is about quality improvement across a range of
essentially the best value plan and indicators. key interlinking elements, yes, the country needs a
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land use and development control framework; it sort of approaches and are you not concerned that,

(a) pre-application discussions like transparency,needs a private system that is responsive to the
communities it serves and who live with the and (b) the council can be seen as being torn between

helping an applicant and its quasi judicial role.consequences and it needs a proactive planning
system that responds to the business community and (Mr McNulty) We are trying to almost formalise
economic development. At a local and regional level that process by making provision for a statement of
it is always about the balance of those three. They are intent, which is not a diVerent version to outlined
asking me to let rip. Proactive is code for let them do planning permission but it is about saying at the very
what they want in terms of out-of-town retail or least that at the conclusion of those early pre-
whatever else and that ain’t going to happen. application stages here is roughly what a developer

wants to do. Broadly if he has come to agreement294.On the question of economic development, we
with the local planning authority on that the detailshave economic development teams and development
are all consequent to that. Here is broadly acontrol teams all working within local authorities,
statement of principle for development that the localthe question is coordination. What are you doing to
planning authority agrees to. I think the more we canencourage the joint working of these groups? These
encourage transparency in pre-application processesare the stakeholders and it is important that we work
the better, that means responsibilities on all sides. Itogether, what are you doing about that?
do share in part—not least after 11 years on a(Mr McNulty) More and more at council level, planning committee myself, not always privy to thecertainly when I go round to see local government pre-application discussion—some concerns aboutthat is happening already. The notion that there is a the lack of transparency. As Mr O’Brien was saying,separate economic development unit that never the more open at the strategic stage in terms of thespoke to the planners or the strategic people has plans and how they relate to the regional spacialalmost become a thing of the past. Certainly I think strategies and subsequent interpretations of those bythat is more and more the case at the regional level, councils as more applications come in the more opennot least because of the impetus and the focus on that process is the more you will take the communityeconomic development from the best of the RDAs. with you. What communities do not like is surprises.

295. The Prime Minister set up a strategic unit to
look at ways to measure control. One of the items in
their report is that the planning system causes delay Dr Pugh
on all waste facilities. If we are going to allow a

298. The RDAs are charged with developingproactive system how can you address that reference
economy, sustainable development, and so on. Thein the strategic report that the planning system delays
Government grants are a little bit anti-planning, doesall waste facilities?
that worry you?(MrMcNulty) It is fair point. You can almost turn
(Mr McNulty) It does not unduly worry me, itit round and it is about the balance I was talking

leaves opportunities for all sorts of arguments to putabout, much of that delay is caused by the
their views forward.community reflecting on and not necessarily always

liking every significant application for waste 299. You recognise a tension there, do you?
facilities. Should that be done more speedily? Yes, it (MrMcNulty) I do recognise a tension. In part we
should. We are trying to do what we are doing in are moving to a systemwhere most of the key players
terms of the informalised parts of the inquiry process. at the regional level, including the regional planning
If they are major then it is through the concurrent bodies, when they come into being, will have to work
running of various aspects of the major to measure far, far more than they have done thus
infrastructure project inquiry. That is happening. It far. Rather like central government and local
is about balance. government the notion of having little silos and

ticking boxes and who has responsibility for what is296. It needs cooperation too. The initiative has to
probably increasingly a thing of the past. The thrustcome from somewhere, I would suggest planning.
and nature of some of the things the RDA were(Mr McNulty) If things are working with the
saying did not surprise me unduly but I thought theycounties where they are very, very explicit as to what
had missed an opportunity rather than took full usethat future waste strategy is and that is reflected at
of it.least in part in the regional spacial strategy andwhere

appropriately the local development framework then
between them they should be able to resolve that and
get to a situation where they are not having massive Chairman
enquiries and delays every time they come up with an

300. It disappointed you.application for waste facilities because much of those
(Mr McNulty) Yes, that is exactly the word.arguments have been rehearsed previously during the

plan process rather than the planning process.

Dr Pugh
Mr Mole 301. Do you have any evidence of regional

planning influencing the development of clusters?297. Mr O’Brien was talking about the ways in
which authorities can have a more enabling (MrMcNulty) The evidence is patchy thus far. The

notion of further development of clusters is an areaapproach. The Corporation of London talked us to
about hand-holding through the process and in that that we would actively encourage, not just in the Bill

but subsequently.pre-application stage. What do you think of those
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(Mr Bach) If I can give you some of the evidence predefine and compliment the local development

frameworks from the other end of the process andfrom our research. Planning was not an impediment
to clusters but it did not actually actively help them. where key aspects of development should be in any

particular region. That is not going to pre-empt orOther issues other than planning were much more
important, like the availability of skilled labour. The stop in the end that almost mutually assured

destructive nature of some of the intense competitionplanning system has not been unresponsive but what
it has not done is positively promote those clusters. but it will assist the process and get us to a stage

where people are not taking a step back and takingThings like business planning zones will be an
opportunity for doing that. that broader regional view. That needs to be seen in

the context of a lot of the other development will302. Inward investment, has that been decisively happen at a local level. It sounds mundane but theeVected by planning, do you have any evidence to development and the review of much of what we arethat eVect or does it happen anyway when it is going doing on the planning policy guidance will work withto happen due to market tendencies? that process, not least in terms of where some of the(Mr McNulty) Part of the complexity of all this is things I have seen, where there is this kind of cut-almost unpeeling the onion and seeing where the throat competition for things like out of town retail,planning process impedes or assists and where it is near out of town or the next town, or whatever else.down to an enlightenedRDA chair or an enlightened The assorted PPGs will deal with that as readily ascounty council leader. In terms of substantive the RSSsevidence I would have thought in one sense that the
306. You mention the RSSs, in the Committee onplanning process is the second stage on from what

Planning Green Paper we recommended that RSSsinitially attracts people to invest in a particular area.
should take precedent over all other regional303. Have you not attracted occasions where some strategies. In its response the Government did notpolicy has been revised and almost immediately there seem to go along with that, why was that?has been a flood of inward investment bottled up (MrMcNulty) I think we need to get them in placewaiting to get in there? first. I think a question from Dr Pugh earlier,(Mr McNulty) I can think of such examples but ultimately—and it is not for me to rewrite the Bill onthey are not terribly useful ones. My background is the day of the second reading—these things areoverwhelmingly Irish and every now and then I go organic and I would suspect not too long down theover to Ireland and see empty IDA sheds all over the line not only will all of these regional activities beplace as a consequence of fiscal breaks and rapid interwoven and interacted but I think the RSSs willchanges to the planning process to assist this inward end up predominating and getting broader in termsinvestment that disappear like grains of sand five of what they do. They are intended to be fairly allyears later when the tax regime runs out. The incumbent and far more than simply local plans.interaction between what the RDAs do in economic They are pretty all-incumbent documents alreadydevelopment, the regional planning framework, the and they will lead the process. The RPPs will workregional political leadership and the regional very closely with the RDAs and other regionaleconomic activity are all crucially important. How to authorities, some elected and some not subsequently,unpick them and how useful that is I am not sure. to drive the process forward in terms of a planning

304. Would it be fair to say that it is easier to track regime, an economic development regime and
some of the negative eVects of planning, keeping broader strategies for each week.
development out rather than planning bringing
development in?
(MrMcNulty) As Michael has said, we have fairly Chairman

significant evidence from the trawl we have done. At
307. Do you have any comments on the literarybest the plan is not an impediment but at worst it is

review that Roger Tym did for us?fairly neutral. Back toMr O’Brien’s point about, yes
(Mr McNulty) I thought it was very good.moving forward in terms of being proactive and

working with the RDAs in economic development to 308. That is excellent, you do not need to go any
assist inward investment and all those elements while further.
still holding the ring in terms of a balance between a (MrMcNulty) It sat very readily with much of the
fair land use of development control system, the research that we had already done. What was most
communities, the consequences for them and the interesting from our point of view was there was
attraction of economic activity and everything else. nothing stark that stood out from his conclusions

that jarred in any sense with our conclusions, not just
from the research but from the broad interaction we
have had with consultees on the planning GreenMr Clelland
Paper. It was very useful in that sense.305. What has been done about the problem of

regions and local authorities competing with each 309. There does seem to be a lack of research on the
benefits of planning. Has the Department any plansother for new business investment in their area and

all the dangers of driving down standards? to do any research in this area?
(MrMcNulty) In one sense that is right, but in one(Mr McNulty) Part of that process with the new

Bill is the Regional Spacial Strategy, which I know is sense it is a tad unkind in a sense that every time we
review a PPG or a PPS there is in that particulara clumsy title but it is meant to be all embracing in

terms of picking up and identifying far more than slither of that particular area a goodly body of
research underpinning it. I could wax lyrical butsimply land use and development control but about

infrastructure and so much more which will almost shout about the huge body of research that has gone
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into the development of PPG 23 by Lester Hicks on evidence to say that the anecdotal planning is

terrible, it is an impediment andwewill all be runningwaste, minerals and general extraction. It is a huge
and very definitive seminal piece of work in that area, oV into sunny uplands with twice the growth rate we

got if it was not for the planning system.which I will happily send copies of, and the research
to the Committee. In terms of the initial development 310. We will look forward to that Christmas
and the subsequent development of PPG 3 on reading. Meanwhile can we let you escape to go back
housing and PPG 6 there has been a huge body of to the Department to peel the onion? I did not realise
research underpinning those that do summarise the it was quite that diYcult in your Department.
benefits, or otherwise, of the prior regime and what (Mr McNulty) At least we found the onion!
may need to change. Taking a step back and saying, Chairman: On that note thank you very muchin a global sense has that happened? I think one of the indeedthings the paper did show was the pro-active, which
it clearly showed, as well as the porosity of sustaining
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Memorandum by T Martin Blailock (PCP 34)

I note from the Press Notice for the Inquiry into “Planning, Competitiveness and Productivity” that you
seek facts rather than opinions.

I have been a consultant and practitioner in infrastructure project finance,—PFI, PPP and the like,—for
the last 25 years or more. For the last 15 years PFI/PPP has been the bedrock for many, if not most, major
transport infrastructure projects in the UK, and most likely will increasingly be so in the future. However,
PFI/PPP projects cannot proceed without the necessary planning approvals. Likewise, without such
approvals, no such infrastructure developments will take place.

The current parlous state ofUK transport infrastructure has just asmuch to do, therefore, with the inability
of the planning process to support infrastructure development, as finance. The two are inter-dependent.

Additionally, the lack of a continuous policy of upgrading infrastructure and transport, in particular, over
the last 30–40 years (under diVerent governments) has left a UK contracting industry diminished in capital
strength such that it cannot on its own undertake such necessary (large) projects. It is a fact that a number
of such projects have had to be “rescued” by non-UK contracting groups, eg Bechtel for Eurotunnel, JLE
Extension, etc.

Others have the precise data supporting these arguments: I have not. The negative impact of inadequate
transport infrastructure on the productivity and competitiveness of UK industry, tourism and quality of life,
however, can confidently be measured in £ billions.

The facts relating to inadequate planning procedures, which have cost the country dearly in lost
opportunity and congestion, include:

1. Channel Tunnel Rail Link: conceived as complementary to the Eurotunnel project in 1986, approvals
not given and contracts not awarded until 1996–97. The projects remains incomplete;

2. Manchester Metrolink: commercial/financial viability established in 1983–84, but it did not open for
operations until 1991–92;

3. BirminghamNorthRelief Road: plans and funding ready in 1992: the project remains incomplete today;

4. Terminal 5, Heathrow: 10 years plus(?) in the planning and approval process, and incomplete today;

5. London—M25: there have been no newRiver Thames vehicular crossings (apart from the oddwidening
of existing bridges) within the M25 since the invention of the motor car.

There will be others. Is not this ample evidence that the current planning procedures do little to promote
the dynamic development of our economy and improve our quality of life? Private PFI/PPP investors will
not have the patience to wait so long for projects to be given planning approval.

Memorandum by The National Association of Master Bakers (NAMB) (PCP 35)

The following note is to provide the Select Committee with information relating to the concerns of the
baking industry over ODPM proposals to reform the current Use Classes Order.

Background

Earlier this year DTLR issued a consultation document relating to the Use Classes Order (responsibility
for this work has been assumed by ODPM) which, in terms of its impact on the baking industry will have the
eVect of reclassifying bakers’ sandwich shops—which now sell hot food as part of a range of lunchtime
snacks—as hot food takeaways and therefore subject to much greater and more proscriptive planning
regulations. NAMB still believes that such an outcome may not have been the intention of oYcials drafting
the consultation.However, to date, the industry has received no assurances fromODPM that sandwich shops
will remain outside A3 use classification (relating to hot food takeaways such as kebab houses, burger bars
and fish and chips shops). If sandwich shops were to be reclassified, this will cause immense damage to the
traditional baking industry, which is already facing substantial competitive pressures from supermarkets and
other larger retail outlets.

The essence of the traditional baker is to provide a local community service, often in either town centres
or suburban areas in a parade of shops. In order to cater for more diverse customer demand—and in the face
of competition from other food retailer—sandwich shops will often sell a small range of hot foods including
pies, pasties and sausage rolls. As a result of this limited diversification, ODPM believes sandwich shops—
which provide an exclusively day-time service for oYce workers and shoppers—should be classified in the
same way as hot food takeaways on the grounds of perceived social, environmental and amenity nuisance.

NAMB recognises that substantial problems are caused by hot food takeaways including vandalism, litter,
noise, waste and general anti-social behaviour amongst their customers; and supports the view that local
authorities should be able to restrict their location, size and type of operation. However, given the wholly
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diVerent nature of a sandwich shop compared with a kebab house, it seems incongruous that the two should
be lumped together for the purposes of planning reform. Rather than creating local environmental problems,
sandwich shops add to the vibrancy and diversity of high street and shopping arcades. Indeed, many
developers actively encourage their involvement as part of “mixed use” retailing solutions.

Furthermore, many sandwich shops run by NAMB members are small businesses, often with just one or
two shops. It is these types of businesses which Government policies should be fostering and encouraging.

The NAMB urges the Select Committee to examine the potential problems, which will be caused to our
industry as a result of the reform proposals, which could see many small companies going out of business.

Memorandum by the Small Business Council (PCP 36)

The Small Business Council would like to submit the following memorandum in order to aid the Select
Committee’s inquiry into planning, competitiveness and productivity. The Small Business Council was set up
in May 2000 as a Non-Departmental Public Body that:

— Reports to the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry on the needs of existing and potential small
businesses in order to increase their opportunities for success and growth;

— Advises the Chief Executive of the Small Business Service; and

— Advises and reports on the eVects on such businesses of the activities and potential activities of
government including the Small Business Service itself.

The Chair of the SBC is William Sargent, who took on an enhanced role in February this year as the
“independent voice for small firms”. He attends the Ministerial Panel on regulatory accountability and has
direct access to the PrimeMinister to discuss small firms matters. The Council consists of 23 members. One
of our members is Michael Robinson, the proprietor of the Burn How Hotel, Bowness-on-Wideremere,
Cumbria LA23 3HH. The attached submission at Annex A is based on feedback Michael has received from
local Cumbria businesses.

Dr Marion Carter

Annex A

Small Businesses and the Environment in Cumbria

The National Park Authority

The Lake District National Park Authority is managed by an unelected body of people who appear to be
pre-occupied with environmental issues at the expense of the economic sustainability of the region and
welfare of the people who live within the National Park. A recent DEFRA report states that LDNPA’s remit
includes sustaining the National Park in economic terms. LDNPA needs to maintain a clear focus on
delivering results within the National Park—economic results as well as the protection of the environment.

Employment

Although much of Cumbria is picturesque and has many advantages, it is currently an area of low
unemployment, and companies are finding it increasingly diYcult to recruit staV. This is partly a legacy of
the recent Foot and Mouth disease outbreak where workers left the area and have not returned, but is also
exacerbated by low rates of pay—particularly in the farming, hospitality and catering sectors. The low rates
of pay are not just a disincentive to employment, but they are creating a widening gap between incomes and
housing prices. There is a significant need for more workers in the area and we need to find ways of getting
them. We need to consider options such as:

— Bringing in more workers from outside the county.

— Bringing in workers from overseas.

Housing

We need to provide more aVordable housing for workers and for young people in general within Cumbria.
AVordable housing is required to make sure that local people are encouraged to remain in the area and are
not priced out of the housing market by rates of pay that are below the National Average and by the high
demand (from people living outside the County) for second homes within the National Park. Acquisition of
second or holiday homes is currently encouraged by subsidising Council tax.
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Tourism and the Rural Economy

Tourism in Cumbria is worth around £1 billion per year to the county’s economy. This represents almost
a fifth of the county’s GDP. Tourism supports almost one quarter of all jobs in Cumbria—90% of all tourism
based businesses employ 10 or fewer staV.

Roads & Transport

The rural nature of Cumbria dictates that the transport infrastructure will always be less than ideal.
However, considerable investment is necessary to improve the infrastructure from its present level. Road and
rail access both need to be improved. The overall capacity of the transport network needs to be increased in
order to cope with the desired continued growth in Tourism.

Communications

Central Lakes % “Broadband Exclusion Zone”—limiting opportunity for many technology based small
businesses to compete on a level playing field.

Case Study 1

The Cumberland Pencil Company Factory Development Plan

Background

The Cumberland Pencil Company is an SME located in Keswick, manufacturing and distributing high
quality art materials via specialist distributors. 65% of the output is exported to 74 countries around the
world.

Production is based in a Victorian 3-storey mill building and a separate single storey unit. There is also a
visitor attraction (Pencil Museum) on the 6-acre site.

The company needs a modern single storey-manufacturing unit to house all the production functions, in
order to reduce cost, and improve eYciency and competitiveness.

Proposal

In 1999, planswere drawnup to sell the site to a local development/construction company,whowould build
and lease back a new production facility. The old mill building would be converted into a range of uses,
including a retail unit for Lakeland Limited, a new location for the Pencil Museum, various art and craft
workshops and galleries, and oYce space or residential apartments on the top floor.

The total scheme costing in the order of £5 million, would expand the numbers employed on the site from
100 to around 140 initially, and would safeguard the future of the company in Keswick.

Outcome

After much debate and negotiation the scheme was finally refused planning permission in September 1999,
on the basis of loss of industrial building, introduction of retail into an industrial estate, and conflict between
vehicles and pedestrians.

Repercussions

As a result of this refusal the company was forced to transfer 25% of its production to the Far East in order
to reduce costs and over 20 jobs were lost.

The company is still struggling to overcome the disadvantages of the 3 storey, split-location buildings, and
is desperately in need of modern facilities.
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Case Study 2

Lakeland Limited—Extension to the Kendall Distribution Centre

1994 Lakeland obtained planning permission for new 150,000 sq ft Distribution Centre on land at
Westmorland Business Park to be constructed in a number of phases.

1995 Phase 1 is completed and occupied

1997 Phase 2 and 3 completed and occupied.

1998 It became obvious to us that growth in the business was exceeding our expectations and that wemight
continue to grow at 20% per annum as we had done for the last 10 years. Therefore whilst we had planning
permission for the next phase of building we needed to purchase more land for further expansion. We
therefore acquired options with the adjoining landowner to acquire approximately 10 acres of land subject
to planning permission being granted.

We made a planning application, after lengthy consultancy with SLDC, to extend the site onto adjoining
land. The planning application was rejected by SLDC because we had requested the closure of Gilthwaiterigg
Lane in order to allow us to create a contiguous site. We accepted the view of SLDC–the application was
the best option for our Company—however, we appreciate that the closure of the lane is an environmental
and historical issue.

We then made a second application for the same sites based on not closing the lane but building a bridge
across. This was accepted by SLDC but rejected by Cumbria County Council (CCC). CCC had to be
consulted as the land was outside Kendal Town Plan. We held meetings with CCC oYcers to explain our
needs and to understand their concerns. They seemed to have a view that we should be moving into theNorth
and West of the County but the reality was that we should and would have been more likely to move South.
We thought we had demonstrated that our growth and commitment to South Lakelandmade it essential that
we were able to grow the business on site.

A committee of CCC held a meeting and unknown to us our development was added to the agenda. The
objections were stated as:

— The car parking was excessive;

— Environmental concerns about building over the flood plain; and

— Impact of the buildings.

The car parking detailed in our application is substantially less than the council guidelines. We also
demonstrated that our transport policy included running at least six mini bus journeys to and from the site
and providing substantial cycle facilities.

The buildings we requesting planning permission for will not be on or over the “flood plain”. We already
had planning permission approval for the building on the flood plain. This building is designed to be built
over and above the flood plain and constructed on stilts to allow the floodwaters to flow underneath.

We cannot assess the impact of the scale of the building. What we can say is that almost all of the buildings
in the application before CCCwere well shielded by other buildings or substantial landscaping projects. This
was very clearly demonstrated on plans that were submitted and SLDC had put significant emphasis on this.
The previous phases received praise, for the way in which we had assisted in the reduction of the impact of
the buildings on the landscape by careful selection of materials.

There was speculation that our business wouldn’t be able to create the business growth needed to fulfil our
plans. We know our plans were substantial but we had demonstrated our growth history and we had been
encouraged by SLDC to submit a long-term vision for the Company. We exceeded our estimated sales target
for 2003 in 2001 and recruited in excess of the number of new jobs estimated in the application by 2002.

The application was therefore referred to Government OYce for approval. By the time the application had
been considered, well outside the stipulated timescale, it was almost two years since our application for
planning permission had commenced.

We operate in a commercial world and we have competition. We don’t believe that these competitors face
such delays; they are usually placed more conveniently to the transport network and in areas of substantial
unemployment and lower cost. Our desire was to retain a homegrown Lake District business in the area and
to provide continuity of employment for a loyal workforce. As the delays went on we had no choice but to
actively pursue other options, which amounted to the relocation of all our distribution to another part of the
country. We identified two suitable sites South of Manchester and one just oV the M40 that had both
adequate buildings and land. We were within a matter of a week of making the decision to move when we
were granted planning permission.
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We believe that the decision to reject our application by CCC was politically motivated one. It has soured
our loyalty to the area. The delay almost allowed our business to move from the area. We currently turnover
almost £100,000,000 and employ over 1,000 people.We invested over £10,000,000 in capital building projects
in Cumbria last year.We are the second largest visitor attraction in the Lake District and probably the largest
business that is owned and operated from within the adjoining to the National Park.

Case Study 3—WMcClure Ltd

WMcClure Ltd is located inWindermere in the heart of the LakeDistrict. It has been operating for almost
60 years. McClure’s operates as a regional food wholesaler, serving the catering trade and specialises in
regional products. It is small to medium sized business with 75 employees. Turnover has doubled in the last
five years and is expected to double again in the next three years. The business is located in a residential area
of Windermere. The current site is no longer suitable. The demands from our customers are changing and
in order to satisfy these requirements the company needs to operate 24hrs per day. However, because of our
town centre location the local authority has imposed severe and restrictive conditions in our Operating
Licence, which does not allow a move to 24hr working eg delivery lorries cannot start early in the morning.
Therefore, we are looking to further invest in the region by relocating to larger, purpose built premises. Some
considerable time has been spent in trying to find a suitable site, but so far without success. There are no sites
available that are of an appropriate size.

The local planning authorities and LDNPA appear determined to base their business land development
programme around micro businesses at the expense of larger companies. Far too often when a suitable site
for business use is found, it is only made available for development into several small units. The policy is
driving larger companies outside the area. Planning regulations within LDNP are particularly stringent and
this leads to increased costs when building new business premises.

Whilst small businesses are important to the community, the contribution made by larger companies to
our rural economy should not be ignored as it is at present. The long-term economic well being of Cumbria
(which includes the National Park) depends on finding an appropriate balance between micro/small and
larger businesses.

More help is needed from government and from local authorities for larger businesses to help them achieve
continued growth—help in the form of grants, investment to promote tourism, policies designed to support
local industry etc.

Memorandum by the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister (PCP 29(a))

Further to the Memorandum which was sent to you on 19 November, I have now found another piece of
evidence—a report for Invest UK by Arthur Anderson: “High-Tech Industry: Survey of Foreign Investors”,
January 2001.

One question posed was “In your view what is the single most important thing that the UK government
could do in the short term to ensure that it remains the number one location for business?”. As you will see
from the attached extract, the top issues (with their frequency) were:

— Taxation policy (14%);

— Membership of the Euro (10%);

— Economic situation (8%);

— Education (8%);

— Lower costs (8%);

— General infrastructure (6%);

— Labour environment (5%);

— Skills retention (5%);

— Bureaucracy (5%);

— Promote internet (4%);

— Venture Capital Fund (4%);

— Incentives (3%);

— Harmonisation of the EU (3%);

— Innovation (2%);

— Labour availability (2%);

— Planning (2%);

— Aftercare (1%);
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— Real estate (1%);

— Telecomms (1%).

Yours sincerely,

Michael Bach
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